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1 Executive Summary 
 

The purpose of this deliverable document is to describe the IoT Firmware Security Engine functionality with 

vulnerability check perfomed by using heuristic methods, defining system services definitions as well as 

development and the deployment of the Security Engine as part of the IPSE. 

1.1 Summary of the work carried out 

IoT Security Engine introduces a firmware checking approach comparing the individual functions that make up 

the firmware, looking for similarities between the functions themselves (according to certain parameters to be 

extracted and analyzed) and the behavior of the firmware according to statistical surveys. The firmware update 

process is also affirming compilation level warnings (metadata), firmware hashing and versioning through the 

blockchain system as well as the firmware analysis results. 

 

The Security Engine service scans binary files of the pre-OS (firmware) of new releases of firmware devices 

against older, valid versions before they get flashed on target devices (IoT devices and gateways). The Engine will 

check if newer versions may have unexpected behavior leading to security issues. This is achieved using a 

heuristic approach by observing behavioral variations from a “reference” version of the firmware, by analyzing 

the instruction pattern and calculating their change within the different versions. This feature is combined with 

preventive researching of vulnerabilities (like arbitrary Memory Access, Buffer Overflows, Format String 

Vulnerabilities) by searching code signatures for the target architecture that may lead to security issues.  

 

During the software update process, the security engine extracts the static code analysis results (meta-data) from 

the firmware binary as inserted earlier at the binary compilation stage and executed by Task 1.3. The extracted 

static code analysis results are then cross-referenced with a local security policy that dictates the tolerated static 

code analysis limits and if the firmware passes these limits the binary analysis process is initiated. This binary 

analysis is then consumed by the security engine to approve or reject the firmware update and provide 

contextual messages to the initiator of the update, such as the type of vulnerability pattern identified. The overall 

workflow achieves two things; firstly, it prohibits anyone to issue a firmware update that possesses warnings 

that were ignored from the static code analysis if they do not satisfy the criteria set forth in the local security 

policy and secondly, it prevents any firmware update of going through if a vulnerability or erratic pattern in 

comparison to its previous versions is identified in the jump registers of the binary file. 
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1.2 Main Conclusions 

The Security Engine aims to keep the firmware (binary) of IoT devices secure through the CHARIOT environment 

as an important attack vector and a highly vulnerable point of the technological infrastructure (IoT Network). Its 

scope is to maintain them updated/secure considering threats and exploitations that could tamper their security, 

compromising the functionality and the safety of the entire IoT system (and devices). 

This solution makes the Security Engine an innovative automated mechanism for checking and updating IoT 

devices firmware able to provide attack surface minimization, decreasing all threats that could be used in a 

remote way by a potential hacker. 
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2 Introduction 

The goal of this section is to provide a brief outline of the objectives of the specific CHARIOT Deliverable, how 

are those aligned and relevant with the overall project, and what was the approach followed in order to achieve 

them. 

2.1 Mapping CHARIOT Outputs 

Purpose of this section, is to map CHARIOT’s Grand Agreement commitments, both within the formal Deliverable 

and Task description, against the project’s respective outputs and work performed. 

 

Table 1: Adherence to CHARIOT’s GA Deliverable & Tasks Descriptions 

CHARIOT GA 
Component 

Title 

CHARIOT GA Component 
Outline 

Respective 
Document 
Chapter(s) 

Justification 

DELIVERABLE     

D3.8 IoT 
Security 
Engine based 
on 
vulnerability 
check with 
heuristic 
methods 

The Firmware Security 
vulnerability check with 
heuristic methods will be 
defined in this deliverable 
which will document the 
specs for this Firmware and 
the system services 
definitions for the 
development and the 
deployment of the Security 
Engine as part of the IPSE.  

Chapter 5, 

 

The chapter explains the methodology 
used for the development of the Security 
Engine (SE) by using an approach based 
on Machine Learning and Neural 
Network, as specifications requirement. 
After appropriate investigations, it 
emerged that the ML/neural net 
techniques could not be used for the 
reported reasons, a different criteria was 
approached, by implementing a heuristic 
method that can benefit from formal 
verification. 

TASKS    

 

Task 3.3 
Firmware 
Security 
Vulnerability 
check with 
heuristic 
methods 

ST 3.3.1 Firmware Security 
Vulnerability check 
architecture and design.  

Firmware security 
vulnerability and checking 
will be performed through 
robust kernel APIs that will 
facilitate operations such as 
ROM & firmware update. 

Chapter 4 

Chapter 6 

 

 

The first Chapter & sub-sections explain 
the thought process behind the 
development of SE with each relative 
stage that occurred to bring to the 
vulnerability evaluation from the 
Security Engine. 

In Chapter 6 the code for API that leads 
to the integration of the SE with the 
CHARIOT platform is described. 
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ST 3.3.2 Firmware Security 
vulnerability check design 
and prototyping 

Chapter 5 
This Chapter articulates the design and 
implementation steps taken to formulate 
the Security Engine. 

 

 

ST 3.3.3 Firmware Security 
Integrity checking 
deployment in CHARIOT 
platform  

Deployment of the Security 
Engine in the CHARIOT 
reference platform Linked to 
Task 2.3. 

Chapter 7 

The Chapter explains the deployment 
model that will be adopted to permit the 
pushing of firmware to the CHARIOT 
devices. 

 

 

2.2 Deliverable Overview and Report Structure 

In accordance with the CHARIOT workplan, this report describes Task 3.3 (T3.3) and all subtasks that pertain it 

with as much impartiality and transparency as realistically achievable.  

The document begins by explaining the importance of keeping the IoT devices firmware secure, as it is a highly 

vulnerable access point, while at the same time it keeps them updated. It also identifies theats and potential 

exploitation actions that could tamper the integrity of the device, compromising the functionality and security 

of the system.   

Chapter 4 provides information concerning the Security Engine architecture with full reference to design 

specifications and blockchain components for signing and distribution, as well as the mechanisms of using Meta-

Data for Secure CHARIOT Firmware. 
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The purpose of Chapter 5 is to provide context as to how to instruct the Security Engine to provide safety of IoT 

firmwares, discerning between those that are correct from those that are tampered. A Machine Learning 

approach was initially taken into consideration, but it has changed due to lab and project contraints. At this stage, 

the reasons for the change and the followed processes are explained, as well as the new methodology that is 

based on a heuristic approach that can benefit from formal verification. The methodology used to create the 

prototype is then described, which provides for three steps of firmware verification: reliability between the 

different firmware versions by comparing their functions, search for known vulnerabilities and compliance with 

formal contracts of code analysis. 

Chapter 6 of the report includes the specifications of the update procedure though robust kernel APIs that will 

facilitate operations of firmware update. 

Finally, Chapter 7 reports the phases of Security Engine Development and provides specifications for the polling 

process and deployment procedure that allow the IoT Gateway to obtain the required guarantees that authorise 

an update of the firmware. 

 

2.3 Progress Since the First Deliverable Version 

This section describes what is new/updated work has been done since the 1st deliverable version D3.3, according 

to specific development tasks:   

• Performance Improvement - Processing Intel hex files 

Enhance processing of the Intel hex files to improve performance of the firmware checking utility. Intel hex 

file format has special structure and in some testing case after loading we got more than 2GB data. But 

almost all data is zero bytes at the end of file, there are only 100 kB of useful data. And these 100 kB analyzed 

less than 30 second. We have been implemented parsing and converting intel hex files to binary files with 

subsequent optimization to speed up analysis in radare2. 

• Project Architecture Update and Support of New Architecture Type (MIPS in addiction to armv7) 

In this task we changed the project architecture to the modular one to have one common API for these 

modules to communicate with one parent entity. The scope has been to update the architecture to make it 

a modular one, so that adding new devices support is easier in the future. Previously, we had a monolithic 

architecture, where everything was hardcoded for a specific device. It was necessary to convert this into a 

modular and easily scalable architecture, so that adding new devices would be quick and simple in the future. 

• Created Signatures file  
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This feature provides compiled examples of signatures of the popular functions like strcpy, strcat, etc for the 

supported types of architecture. Such popular functions are often used during firmware exploitation. When 

analyzing a firmware image, the obtained signatures are applied to find the required functions and check if 

they are used as intended (whether correct parameters are passed to them, whether they are called in the 

correct places etc). 

• Implemented vulnerabiltiy checking features by executing: 

o Arbitrary Memory Access Detection 

This feature provides functionality for looking through code and detecting all the read and write 

memory accesses. After such places are detected, analysis is performed to detect whether the 

address value was changed using some relative value, i.e. whether it has increased or decreased 

comparing to the base address. Next, the obtained offset value is analysed and it is determinated 

whether it is allowed to go beyond the boundaries of the allocated memory.  

o Buffer Overflow Detection 

This feature uses signatures to look for the vulnerable functions (strcpy, strcat, etc). After such 

functions are detected, all the places where these functions are called are determined. Next, the 

parameters that are passed to them are analyzed to determine if an overflow is possible in this 

place or not.  

o Format String Detection 

This detection feature is able to detect a Format String attack, that exploits a sort of 

misconfiguration, exploitable by an attacker that can control the buffer by using an argument of 

a printf function. This is a widely known vulnerability and permit to writes or read the stack, or 

other memory regions 

• Implemented integration of formal analysis based on existing contracts in the firmware meta-data.  

We have improved a checking the python security rules and the formal static analysis results in the meta-

data that have been performed by CEA partner. The Security Engine scans all the linear blocks of 

instructions in the binary firmware. For each linear block, it formally propagates the contract before the 

block with the static analysis hints (symbolic execution for this particular data, directed abstraction for 

this data) and verifies that the contract after the block is a consequence of the propagated contract. This 

formal analysis mainly relies on Hoare Logic2 verification 

 

 
2 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hoare_logic 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hoare_logic
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2.4 Allignment with CHARIOT Offerings and LLs Requirements 

This section highlights the alignment with the CHARIOT offerings as those were detailed described in the D6.9 

“CHARIOT Rescoping Guidelines” but also an adherence with the LLs requirements as those were listed in the 

D4.9 “CHARIOT Living Labs Requirements”. 

So, in regards to the alignment with the “CHARIOT Offerings”, this deliverable detailed analyse the CHARIOT 

Security Engine implemented to be in alignment with the needs of industrial IoT environments in building, railway 

and airport passenger facilities, as per the 3 LLs of the project. Moreover, Security Engine introduces a firmware 

checking approach comparing the individual functions that make up the firmware, looking for similarities 

between the functions themselves (according to certain parameters to be extracted and analyzed) and the 

behavior of the firmware according to statistical surveys. The firmware update process is also affirming 

compilation level warnings (metadata), firmware hashing and versioning through the blockchain system as well 

as the firmware analysis results. 

Moreover, the alignment with the LLs requirements (functional, non-functional/design, performance) and how 

those were captured, are also presented in the following Table. 

 

Table 2: Alignment with LLs Requirements 

Requirement 

ID 

Description CHARIOT Functionality and Verification Method 

SEB_FR_01 The software signature 

of firmware updates 

must be securely 

relayed to the CHARIOT 

gateway, prohibiting 

any type of tampering 

mid-flight. 

During a firmware update, the software signature is registered on 

the CHARIOT blockchain instance and when the software payload 

reaches the CHARIOT gateway and requests the software signature 

from the embedded blockchain-enabled SoM (System on Module), 

it is retrieved from the blockchain instance. The method of 

registration includes a nonce-based system to nullify replay-

attacks. 

SEB_FR_02 CHARIOT shall provide 

a firmware anti-

tampering 

functionality.    

Security Engine is able to detect tampered firmware that contain 

potential threats by checking consolidated firmware and 

subsequent firmware updates to guarantee no security bridges 

within the timeframe of 3 minutes. Security Engine is able to detect 

all eventual anomalies as a deviation from the usual pattern 

whenever a new firmware is going to be installed on a sensor. The 
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engine releases a response that indicates if firmware behaves as 

expected and certifies it as not compromised. This is achieved using 

hard-coded private symmetric-cryptography keys/passwords/user-

name or private certificates to encrypt communications between 

the device and other systems. 

SEB_FR_03 The propagation of any 

firmware threats inside 

the IoT components 

must be absolutely 

avoided. 

Security engine checks the security binary updates for security 

flaws within the timeframe of 3 minutes. The security engine 

functionality run during the propagation of firmware during deploy 

time. The verification process joint with the integrity check of 

Blockchain ensures that no attack surface could be used in a remote 

way by a potential hacker, attesting that only approved firmware is 

operating and blocking untrusted updates. 

SEB_FR_04 Automated security 

raising alerts for any 

security threats or 

anomalous code in 

firmware. 

Security Engine indicates when a potential security breach has 

occured and firmware is marked as tampered and not secure. 

Through a warning message management mechanism, an alert 

status is sent to the Dashboard (after published to the Southbound 

Dispatcher). Based on that response, security operators will take 

subsequent actions for further detailed analysis and 

troubleshooting. Moreover, Security Engine is able to raise the 

guard level when any security related issue arises by checking 

consolidated firmware and subsequent firmware updates to 

guarantee no security bridges. 

SEB_FR_05 The Security Engine 

must produce a score 

to rate the firmware 

being checked. 

Security Engine analyses the firmware’s binary that will be flashed 

on the sensor. The Security Engine will compare the firmware with 

several phases: function extraction, function diffing, vulnerability 

highlighting (by signature identification) and output of a final score 

that states its level of security. 

SEB_FR_06 Non-approved 

firmware updates must 

be blocked. 

The security of firmware will be checked to ensure that only 

approved firmware is operating, thus blocking untrusted updates. 
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Heuristic checks can ensure the detection of altered firmware each 

time a firmware update is requested. 

SEB_FR_07 Run different scenarios 

for firmware update on 

an experimental 

environment 

The following scenarios have been successfully checked in IBM 

room testing environment:  

➢ Scenario 1: Non-binary file (non-firmware, random .txt 

file). Firmware rejected by the Security Engine. 

➢ Scenario 2: Incorrect or not set Firmware version. Firmware 

rejected by the Security Engine. 

➢ Scenario 3: Firmware hash mismatch (bad hash for this very 

firmware). Firmware rejected by the Security Engine. 

➢ Scenario 4: Good Firmware, new and valid hash registered 

in the blockchain. Firmware upgraded successfully. 

➢ Scenario 5: Firmware hash already used (old/outdated 

good firmware). Firmware rejected by the Blockchain. 

 

2.5 Improvements Based on LLs Feedback  

This section lists what improvements have been performed based on the “Testing and Validation Internal Report” 

where the LLs have provided their initial feedback on the business capabilities of CHARIOT. The numbering used 

in the Internal Report (IR) to capture the LLs recommendations were based on the D6.9“CHARIOT Rescoping 

Guidelines”. 

The following Table, lists those LL feedbacks, map them with the related CHARIOT offering, functionality and 

capability, along with the improvement performed to addressed each and every feedback. 

 
Table 3: Improvements Based on LLs Feedback 

Feedback Code & Description 

(as provided by the LLs) 

Feedback Related Offering, 
Functionality, Capability 

CHARIOT Improvements 

(Short reply and reference to 
the chapter that details the 

reply) 

FB_2.1_01_01_FST: Support for offline 
verification of railway dedicated 
sensor firmware’s security properties 
expressed as Security Rules. Would be 
good to add ability to transfer the 
Security Engineer verification hints as 

CHARIOT Offering 

IoT Firmware Development 
and Deployment 

Functionality 

Securing firmware 

With offline formal static 
analysis, Security Engine can 
accept Security Rules defined 
by the company that deploys 
the Chariot Fog Node. 
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firmware meta-data to the Security 
Engine. 
 

Capability 

Increased firmware trust via 
rule-based code analysis and 
injection of analysis results & 
the source code hash within 
the binary code 

(see section Error! Reference 
source not found.). 

More further test have been 
implemented to check the 
reliability of the offline 
verification coupled with 
security engine checks. 

FB_2.1_01_01_IBM: The system 
supports offline verification of campus 
dedicated sensors’ firmware security 
properties expressed as Security Rules. 

FB_2.1_01_02_IBM: Further testing is 
needed 

FB_2.1_01_01_AIA: The system 
supports offline verification of campus 
dedicated sensors’ firmware security 
properties expressed as Security Rules 

FB_2.1_01_03_AIA: Add ability to 
transfer to the Security Engineer 
verification hints as firmware meta-
data to the Security Engine. 

FB_2.1_03_01_FST: Added value of 
hash and meta-data information 
present in the sensor’s firmware. 

CHARIOT Offering 

IoT Firmware Development 
and Deployment 

Functionality 

Securing firmware 

Capability 
Capability to detect software 
vulnerabilities at source code 
level such as buffer overflow 
and transfer this to the security 
engine as meta data. 

Formal contracts, able to detect 
software vulnerabilities at 
source code level, compiled in 
offline analysis are proactively 
checked by Security Engine to 
decide if the analysed firmware 
is compliance with rules 
provided for the specific 
firmware (see section Error! 
Reference source not found.). 

 

FB_2.1_03_01_IBM: Added value of 
hash and meta-data information 
present in the sensor’s firmware.  

FB_2.1_03_02_IBM: Further testing 
needed 

FB_2.1_03_01_AIA: Added value of 
hash and meta-data information 
present in the sensor’s firmware. 

FB_2.2_01_01_FST: Strong added 
value expected from rules to 
customize the Security Engine at 
deployment time. Add ability to guide 
the Security Engineer to clearly 
perform by themselves this process 
changing security rules 

CHARIOT Offering 

IoT Firmware Development 
and Deployment 

Functionality 

Security Engine 

Capability 
Filters firmware (executable) 
based on rules applied on the 
injected analysis results. The 
rules customize the Security 
Engine at deployment time. 
The Security rules can change 
during an update of the 
Security Engine. 

The Checking security rules 
uses formal contracts that are 
in the meta-data of the 
firmware. These formal 
contracts is able to enrich the 
phase “vulnerability detection” 
of the Security Engine by 
providing contexts in which the 
potential vulnerability is 
detected (see section Error! 
Reference source not found.). 

FB_2.2_01_01_IBM: During binary 
analysis, the applied rules should be 
clear and transparent. 

FB_2.2_01_02_IBM: Results should be 
clearly provided to the user even via 
log files or via the dashboard. 

Results of Security Engine 
checks are issued in json format 
and provided to the user via the 
dashboard (see section Error! 
Reference source not found.). 

FB_2.2_02_01_FST: Truly relevant for 
Security engineers to visualize security 
vulnerabilities (e.g. code injection) by 
cross-referencing historical software 
updates and vulnerability databases. 

CHARIOT Offering 

IoT Firmware Development 
and Deployment 

Functionality 

The Security Engine compares 
the individual functions that 
make-up the firmware, looking 
for similarities and the behavior 
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Process behind is clear but hints to 
perform it are needed furthermore. 

Security Engine 

Capability 
Processes firmware binaries 
and identifies security 
vulnerabilities (e.g. code 
injection) by cross-referencing 
historical software updates 
and vulnerability databases. 
This basic function works 
whatever are the Security 
Rules defined in above 
Capability 01 

of the firmware according to 
statistical surveys. This feature is 
combined with preventive 
researching of vulnerabilities by 
searching code signatures for the 
target architecture that may lead 
to security issues (see section 
5.4). 

 

FB_2.2_02_01_IBM: This tool forms an 
automated mechanism for checking 
and updating IoT devices firmware to 
reduce threats that could be used by a 
potential hacker 

FB_2.2_02_02_IBM: The tool seems 
robust, however testing with actual 
firmwares is needed 

More further test have been 
implemented to check the 
reliability of the Security Engine 
both with gateway and sensor’s 
firmware. 

FB_2.2_02_01_AIA: Proceed in testing 
with the gateway and/or sensors’ 
firmwares (real firmwares). 

FB_2.2_02_02_AIA: Security engine 
should be transparent to the user as is 
right now. 

FB_2.2_03_01_FST: Added Value in 
obtaining complete autonomy in 
performing checks due to the 
industrial relevance of information 
acquired on the security vulnerabilities 
and security reactions performed. 

CHARIOT Offering 

IoT Firmware Development 
and Deployment 

Functionality 

Security Engine 

Capability 
Performs all checks totally 
autonomously in contrasting 
each possible exploitation, 
without requiring any kind of 
external input from an 
operator. 

Checks are performed during 
firmware update push on devices 
in automatic way to optimize the 
process and timing. Further 
evidences are provided as results 
in dashboard as well as offline 
verification made above 
guarantees a transparent model 
of analysis (see section 5.4). 

 

FB_2.2_03_01_IBM: Autonomous 
checks is a benefit but needs to be 
transparent to the user what is 
checked. 

FB_2.2_04_01_FST: Caching analysis is 
an added value as it guarantees speed 
in managing checks and performance 
analysis, cache security should be 
explained to the security engineers to 
have a clear vision on that process 

CHARIOT Offering 

IoT Firmware Development 
and Deployment 

Functionality 

Security Engine 

Capability 

A local database is used to 
cache analysis for a firmware 
in order to not repeat it and 
optimize check and analysis 
performance. 

Redis DB is used to avoid any 
further calculations and 
redundancy during comparison 
and analysis process (see 
section 7.3.1.6). 

FB_2.2_04_01_IBM: Optimizing 
checks and analysis performance is 
clear that is a benefit here, based on 
Redis. Alternative tools to be 
investigated, for example, ArangoDB 
(easier for administration purposes), 
or BoltDB (easier to be setup). 

Redis allows to perform caching 
in fast way without burdening 
the analysis process. 

FB_2.2_05_01_FST: Relevant support 
to feed the internal process of reaction 
to cyber threats on the on-board 
communications with documentations 
support/reporting that concern 

CHARIOT Offering 

IoT Firmware Development 
and Deployment 

Functionality 

Alerts is provided to Dashboad 
to stop the firmware update 
process since it is not safe (see 
section Error! Reference source 
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security violations, managed by FS 
Group. 

Security Engine 

Capability 
In case of affirmative 
vulnerability detection, it 
raises alerts for security 
threats, reporting a security 
violation that can help the 
system administrators to 
further analyze the attack and 
keeping the firmware and 
device secure. 

not found.). 

FB_2.2_05_01_IBM: Not clear where 
these alerts for security threats are 
presented. results should be presented 
in dashboard. 

FB_2.2_05_02_IBM: More details on 
these alerts should be provided, in 
order to allow the system 
administrators to further analyze 
them. 

Results of Security Engine 
checks are issued in json format 
and provided to the user via the 
dashboard (see section Error! 
Reference source not found.). 

FB_2.2_05_01_AIA: Precise details on 
the vulnerabilities detected should be 
presented at the dashboard. 

FB_2.2_06_01_FST: For some cases 
ARM devices are present and should 
be able to check this architecture. 

CHARIOT Offering 

IoT Firmware Development 
and Deployment 

Functionality 

Security Engine 

Capability 

Scan firmwares developed in 
both ARM and MIPS 
architectures 

Both ARM and MIPS 
architectures are covered by 
signatures DB that contains all 
the signatures of the functions 
[using their libc 
implementation compiled for 
ARM/MIPS] known to be 
vulnerable to attacks (see 
section 5.4.2). 

FB_2.2_06_01_IBM: Both ARM and 
MIPS architectures should be 
provided. 

FB_2.2_06_01_AIA: Both ARM and 
MIPS architectures should be 
provided. 

B_2.2_07_01_FST: Not in the software 
industry but buffer overflow is an 
important aspect and is well 
implemented in the security engine. 

CHARIOT Offering 

IoT Firmware Development 
and Deployment 

Functionality 

Security Engine 

Capability 

Test firmware for Buffer 
Overflow incidents 

Buffer Overflow vulnerabilities 
are detected as possible attack 
vector (see section 5.4.2.1) 

 FB_2.2_07_01_IBM: Buffer overflow 
successfully demonstrated for the 
PANTHORA gateway 

FB_2.2_07_01_AIA: Buffer overflow 
successfully demonstrated for the 
PANTHORA gateway. 

FB_2.2_08_01_FST: Not in the 
software industry but format sting 
checks is an important aspect and is 
well implemented in the security 
engine.  

CHARIOT Offering 

IoT Firmware Development 
and Deployment 

Functionality 

Security Engine 

Capability 

Test firmware for Format 
String incidents 

Format String vulnerabilities are 
detected as possible attack 
vector (see section 5.4.2.2) 

 

FB_2.2_08_01_IBM: String check 
successfully demonstrated for the 
PANTHORA gateway 

FB_2.2_08_01_AIA: Format string 
check successfully demonstrated for 
the PANTHORA gateway. 

FB_2.2_09_01_FST: Not in the 
software industry but arbitrary 
memory access is an important aspect 
and is well implemented in the security 
engine. 

CHARIOT Offering 

IoT Firmware Development 
and Deployment 

Functionality 

Arbitrary Memory Access 
vulnerabilities are detected as 
possible attack vector (see 
section 5.4.2.3) 
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FB_2.2_09_01_IBM: Arbitrary 
memory access should be further 
tested. 

Security Engine 

Capability 

Test firmware for Arbitrary 
Memory Access incidents 

 

FB_2.2_09_01_AIA: Arbitrary memory 
access should be further tested. 

 

2.6 Adherence to 1st EC Review Comments and Recommendations 
 

This chapter summarizes CHARIOT responses and document updates following the EC review that took place 

on the 22 October 2019 in Dublin (Ireland). All reviewers’ comments were effectively taken under 

consideration and details for each (and the related document updates) have been included in the table below: 

 

Table 4: Review Comments provided by the reviewrs 

Review Comment(s) 

(as provided by the reviewers) 

CHARIOT Adherence and Document Update 

(Short reply and reference to the chapter that 
details the reply) 

The role of ML is unclear. Section §4.1.1 introduces a 

“dynamic analysis” but no details are given here., A 

feasibility issue is raised about how to identify a so called 

“normal behaviour” of the devices, from the analysis of 

the firmware. How the ML is to help checking 

changes/vulnerabilities of firmware (what is the goal if a 

hash may be generated)?       

Better specify that, following verifications and 

functional analyze, it was found that the role 

of ML is not functional to the project, in 

checking changes/vulnerabilities and cannot 

give an improvement contribution to the 

concept of integrity of the firmware (fulfilled 

by Blockchain sign). No training process is 

requested anymore if Machine Learning is not 

used. It will be checked the reliability between 

new and old firmware versions as well as 

criticital issues that could affect these, by 

performing Buffer Overflow, Format String 

and Arbitrary Memory access vulnerabilities 

detection. 

It is unclear what will be checked, what features will be 

taken into account (only 3?) and how the approach is to 

concern multiple sensors (bearing in mind that some 

updates may be implemented by a producer). It is also not 

clear what will be the training process (supervised 

The Security Engine checks 

• Similitary between different versions 

• Arbitrary Memory Access vulnerability 
detection 

• Buffer Overflow vulnerability detection 

• Format String vulnerability detection 
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approach is assumed, but this is still unclear). Especially 

that deliverable reads “firmware will be checked to ensure 

that only approved firmware is operating and blocking 

untrusted updates.” 

 

Coupled with an offline formal static analysis, 

it can accept Security Rules defined by the 

company that deploys the Chariot Fog Node 

(see section Error! Reference source not 

found.). 

The project had to change its technical approach of ML 

because of a” lack of firmware versions”, but it is believed 

that even with the data available, the overall approach is 

questionable. 

 

Better specify the methodology based on ML 

that first has been approached, explain the 

reason why this has been left in order to realize  

one more appropriate approach to the project 

and its characteristis. Better define the 

Heuristic approach by describing the Security 

Vulnerability Check process and its features of 

firmware comparison by Fingerprinting/ 

similarity threshold method. 

At the end, D3.3 seems to loop back on what is presented 

in D1.3. - The new “heuristic approach” should be better 

defined. From the operational viewpoint, when are the 

checks performed on the firmware version? It would be 

beneficial to present the processes of performing the 

security check as processes (in the form of charts e.g. 

Activity Diagrams). Please also provide each time list of 

features (the data model) and expected results. 

 

Section §6.2 defines the heuristic method that 

permit an analysis addressed by considering 

different aspects of the characteristics of the 

firmware, the change of its behavior and 

possible vulnerabilities that could be exploited 

to tamper the firmware. 

Section §6.4 describe the flow, the provided 

features and expected results. 
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3 Scenario 

In today's context, smart devices belonging to the Internet of Things ecosystem (Iot ecosystem) are increasingly 

present. However, the technology companies producing these evolved systems tend to underestimate the 

potential risks to which they are exposed to, since the latter are connected almost continuously to the Internet. 

The greatest danger is caused by superficial behaviour conducted by the manufacturers themselves who are 

oriented to release the firmware updates with an excessively low frequency and sometimes, fortunately only in 

extreme cases so far, the updates are not released at all. This superficial behaviour allows hackers to take 

advantage of a vast amount of potentially vulnerable devices. 

The firmware, an expression comprised of the terms firm (stable) and ware (component), is a program present 

within each electronic component that performs a critical task. Its fundamental role is to start the function of 

the same component allowing it to communicate with further integrals or cards present in the device in which 

they are installed. This determines the importance for releasing firmware updates, otherwise an IoT device that 

has not being updated since its purchase can become dangerous for the consumer when cybercriminals discover 

a vulnerability of the system. This usually occurs when a device manufacturer decides to allocate its internal 

resources to the production of a new product to be introduced to the market, instead of the development and 

release of updated firmware versions for existing products. Consequently, the most significant risk for the 

consumer is finding obsolete and potentially dangerous security hardware. 

Failure to update the software should not always be attributed to the manufacturer; the end user plays an active 

and harmful role. Quite often, due to personal inexperience or lack of knowledge for the “smart” product, the 

consumer does not check for updates and does not install the firmware versions released and recommended by 

the manufacturer. To overcome this particular situation and reduce the security risks related to the exposing the 

security of the software platforms, the most advanced devices, including computers, are programmed to perform 

automatic updates without the need of any customer intervention. Unfortunately, updating and protecting the 

security features of the systems belonging to the Internet of Things, is not, and will not be, trivial to the 

implementation of the proposed solutions of this Project.    

To achieve a high level of security for IoT devices, it is necessary to introduce good practices that can guarantee 

a common methodology during the design, development and above all the issue of updates. These practices can 

then contribute to security standards for IoT, like the H2020 VESSEDIA ISO/IEC standard “Capabilities of software 

safety and security verification tools” presented at the ISO/JTC1 subcommittee SC7. 
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3.1 Up-to-Date firmware 

Once the system operative life is started, an important countermeasure to mitigate firmware tampering risk is 

keeping it always up-to-date to the latest manufacturer version. Firmware patch management for all the system 

and its critical infrastructure should be part of Standard Operative Procedures (SOP).  

One problem of this countermeasure is that many firmware manufacturers do not release firmware patching 

often, or do not release patches at all. System manufacturers should guarantee device firmware maintenance 

and updates for the entire system, assuring fast patching of potential vulnerabilities. There should be a 

continuous in-house firmware testing and verification for ensuring the absence of bugs; every manufacturer 

should guarantee this provision for at least the entire proposed quarantee life -span of the device. 

On the other hand, however, updates can lead to vulnerability (vulnerable surfaces), potentially exploitable 

leaving a strong attack vector. 

 

3.2  Firmware threats and exploitations 

To understand how we can be protected from firmware tampering, we first have to understand all the ways a 

potential attacker has to compromise the integrity of a firmware platform.  

The most insidious way to perpetuate an attack is by Firmware image exploitation. Modern devices’ OSes have 

the possibility to rewrite the platform firmware live; an attacker can modify the firmware image during its 

presence on the manufacturer device, during its download or the writing process to the chip, for example taking 

advantage of a machine with a compromised OS. 

Regardless of the chosen exploitation vector, once reading/writing possibility of the firmware chip content is 

gained, an attacker can: 

• reverse-engineer the entire firmware, extract the file system and understand how the entire device 

works, including knowing the possible use of known-to-be-vulnerable out-of-date API/libraries or 

unknown exploitable vulnerabilities in the firmware code itself; 

• insert a firmware backdoor, making the device covertly connected to a malicious Command & Control 

server; 

• change the device behaviour, altering its performance, without altering the telemetry values reported 

to administrators; 

• find hard-coded private symmetric-cryptography keys/passwords/user-names or private certificates 

used to encrypt communications between the device and other systems; the attacker may be able to 

eavesdrop these private communications; 
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• roll-back the firmware to a previous legitimate version with known vulnerabilities he/she wants to 

exploit; this attack is particularly insidious because the pushed firmware is authentic, so it can easily 

survive most of the in-place controls, asusually, they tend to check just the firmware source and/or the 

firmware integrity. 
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4 Firmware Security Integrity checking architecture and design 

Firmware security integration and checking will be performed through robust kernel APIs that will facilitate 

operations such as ROM & firmware update and update integrity. 

 

4.1 Architectural scheme and IPSE positioning 

During the design of the CHARIOT architecture, an approach has been studied to better define the optimal 

architectural setup for meta-data circulation between the static code analysis tool and the Security Engine. Meta-

data are considered as important characteristics of the software vulnerability checking approach and are 

considered in CHARIOT as part of the firmware update process (Security Engine). As binary code analysis is 

another component of CHARIOT used to guarantee the software quality and integrity, CHARIOT has investigated 

several parameters of the operation of this tool to reflect the suitable communications and interfaces in the 

CHARIOT architecture.  

The CHARIOT platform is designed to guarantee modularity, extensibility, configurability, scalability and ease of 

deployment in industrial environments. With particular reference to Firmware reliability feature, the platform 

deliver both software packages for IoT Firmware Development and Deployment with a Security Engine as well as 

human-interfaces, simulators and dashboards/visualization tools to support the operators in threat monitoring 

and IoT security controlling industrial environments. Below, in figure 4-1, the CHARIOT architecture scheme with 

communication details and the positioning of IPSE engines (Safety, Privacy, Security): 
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Figure 4-1 – CHARIOT architecture scheme 

 

For further detailed information, refer to deliverable D2.5 Design specification for CHARIOT cognitive IoT 

Architecture. 

 

4.2 Firmware Security Integrity architecture 

The Security Engine (SE) is a part of the process of Firmware Security integrity, that runs in a blockchain 

environment using a distributed approach.   

A fog-based decentralized infrastructure has been adopted for Firmware Security Integrity checking. In the 

defined scheme, each sensor device obtains its firmware update by blockchain nodes, as part of the fog network, 

on a decentralized peer-to-peer network. The blockchain is composed by several nodes, according to the concept 

of shared information, which contains all the information needed for the Security Engine itself.  

The connection between the CHARIOT device and the CHARIOT gateway is deemed secure. As depicted in “ 

Figure 4-2 - Firmware Meta-Data Transportation” the CHARIOT device can trust the firmware obtained from the 

CHARIOT gateway, as:  

• The static analysis (see D1.5) provides some guarantees on the quality of the firmware. 

• The Security Engine should exclude firmware not produced by this way. 

• The gateway is responsible for the integrity of the firmware by checking it with the blockchain.  

 

 

 

Figure 4-2 - Firmware Meta-Data Transportation 
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The data exchange between the CHARIOT device and the CHARIOT gateway, and both the CHARIOT device and 

the CHARIOT gateway are trusted and secure. 

Eventually, the integrity check is able to ensure that no attack surface could be used in a remote way by a 

potential hacker. 

 

4.3 Meta-Data for Secure CHARIOT Firmware 
 

A CHARIOT firmware is a single binary file; therefore, it is a finite sequence of bytes (often some ELF34 binary file); 

it has a file name and a file size. There are conventions, standards and documentation describing precisely the 

meaning of that binary file and how it could be produced and used (notably installed as executable file on the 

IoT device).  

Within the CHARIOT Project, some extra conventions are required on the meta-data. They are naturally inserted 

on the CHARIOT developer workstation (see D1.3 “Specialized Static Analysis tools for more secure and safer IoT 

software development”, chapter 3 “Static analysis of source code in Bismon” and section 5.2 “Design and 

implementation of the compiler and linker extension” for more, in particular for a description of that meta-data 

and for how it would be produced).  

The processor in the IoT device is 32-bits or 64-bits, so the logical address space may exceed the megabyte mixing 

data and code. The logical instruction set architecture of the processor in the IoT device is a Von Neumann 

architecture5 (same logical address space for data and code), e.g. ARM, x86 32 or 64 bits, PowerPC, MIPS, RISC-

V, SPARC, SuperH, etc. 

The CHARIOT firmware contains some main boot data and optionally some implementation-defined extra boot 

data. By hypothesis, static source code analysis applies to the main boot data (usually some "executable" or 

"binary code" produced by a compilation), not the extra boot data. Both main boot data and extra boot data are 

consecutive sequences of bytes within the CHARIOT firmware binary. If some extra boot data is given, it cannot 

be empty (so its size is strictly positive). 

The CHARIOT blockchain registers, for each approved CHARIOT firmware, a crypto-quality hashcode, and some 

other data (of rather a small size, typically less than a few kilobytes) are specified below. That crypto-quality 

hashcode is the sha512 of the binary firmware file. 

 
3 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Executable_and_Linkable_Format 
4 Tool Interface Standard (TIS) Executable and Linking Format (ELF) Specification Version 1.2 (May 1995) 
5 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Von_Neumann_architecture 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Executable_and_Linkable_Format
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Von_Neumann_architecture
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Within the CHARIOT blockchain, each firmware is uniquely identified by a firmware path which is a string of up 

to 1024 bytes of UTF-8 encoded printable characters (preferably in the ASCII subset) which cannot contain the 

double dot ‘..’ or double slash ‘//’ or CHARIOT sequences or the backspace ‘\’ or colon ‘:’ character or any space-

like character (in particular tabs, spaces, etc.); that firmware path starts with a sequence identifying the 

corporation providing the firmware, and then a single slash ‘/’ and then other more characters. 

Every CHARIOT firmware contains some mandatory CHARIOT meta-data, and some optional CHARIOT meta-data. 

A small part of that meta-data (mainly the firmware signature) is duplicated in the CHARIOT blockchain itself. 

The only firmware related data in the CHARIOT blockchain that is absent from the firmware, is the sha512 hash 

(#sha512) mentioned above. It is the responsibility of the CHARIOT gateway to retrieve the meta-data from inside 

the firmware binary and to check that it is consistent with the CHARIOT blockchain content, before transmitting 

the firmware to the CHARIOT device[s]. 

The meta-data contained in the firmware are mainly useful for the Gateway to obtain the required guarantees 

authorizing an update of the firmware.  
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5 Security Engine service 

The Security Engine service is the part of the CHARIOT platform responsible to check the vulnerability of the 

firmware of IoT gateways and devices. The service scans the pre-OS (firmware) of devices provided by the static 

source code analysis module, looks for eventual criticiy and gives approval for storage (only the signature) in the 

blockchain. 

The service provided by the Security Engine takes charge of verifying the reliability of new issued firmware(s) 

during the tricky and demanding update phase. It is realized by using features detection and heuristic approach 

so that it will check if newer versions may have unexpected behaviour or vulnerabilities that could lead to security 

issues.  

The specific verification of firmware codes is performed first by the Security Engine that analyses the firmware’s 

binary that will be flashed on the end-device (sensor or gateway). The firmware analysis is performed during the 

firmware update process, and its purpose is to highlight any vulnerabilities inside the firmware code that could 

potentially lead to cyber-attacks. The hash of the firmware can be stored in the blockchain after the validation 

of the Security Engine. The hashing of the binary file is performed by the CHARIOT platform along with the keypair 

and the registration of the hashing to the blockchain. When a potential security issue has been found inside the 

reversed binary code of the firmware, the Engine reports a security violation to the management for the 

subsequent actions and analysis. 

This functionality enhances system security functionality by complementing device authentication with an 

additional security check carried out through signing the compiled firmware to the CHARIOT Blockchain in case 

of compliance when it passes the security check.  

Finally, the Security Engine is able to indicate when a potential security breach could occur and firmware is 

marked as not secure. Through a warning message management mechanism, an alert status is sent to a 

management portal. Based on that response, security operators will take subsequent actions for further detailed 

analysis and troubleshooting. 

 

5.1 Machine learning approach 

To accomplish a firmware verification of CHARIOT IoT devices, an approach based on Machine Learning (ML) 

/neural network technique has been evaluated first for implementing the Security Engine. A Machine Learning-

based algorithm should give to gateways an internal Artificial Intelligence (AI) capability that may decide if the 

device is receiving or is running on a compromised firmware.  
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The goal in using machine learning to detect and extract features in small (single purpose) programs. This 

technique may then be extended to larger, real-world examples by isolating the basic blocks of a program and 

applying it against each basic block.  

 

Machine learning models are easy to update as malware authors evolve their evasion capabilities, they will be 

more robust to obfuscation attempts; models can be re-trained with new data, which will scale better as malware 

continues to proliferate. 

The most significant benefit of using this method is based on the fact that: 

• by using ML/neural network techniques, the firmware integrity will be checked to ensure that only 

approved firmware is operating and blocking untrusted updates.  

• a Neural Network can ensure the detection of altered firmware at runtime or if a firmware update is 

requested.  

 

5.1.1 System description 

A first proposed solution put in place aimed to clusters all elements of the CHARIOT IoT devices and for each 

cluster continually measures a set of parameters; the measured values are then used as the ingress data of a 

Machine Learning (ML) based algorithm, which gives the device an internal Artificial Intelligence (AI) that decides 

if the device is under attack or no, and how to reply to it. Below in figure 5-1 the model is raprasented: 

 

 

Figure 5-1: First proposal SE workflow: the board sensors (left), the CNN (centre), the SLTM output (right) 
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To avoid recurrent errors, SE should have used an internal “Convolutional Neuronal Network” (CNN), so it would 

not be necessary to send data across the network to a central monitor, in such a way that this solution is not 

subject to behavioral pattern analysis attacks. The solution should have to verify not only the firmware code 

integrity, but also that every memory partition was intact (e.g. ext4 partitions), that every request for memory 

(read/write) and processor (computational) was legitimate and which type of data it was referred to, and also 

that every physical parameter was working in the right range (e.g. voltages, currents absorptions, clock 

frequencies..). All these inputs should have allowed SE to recognize many unsafe scenarios, like: 

• rootkit installation; 

• reverse-shell installation; 

• incoming hardware-fault; 

• attempt to access a huge portion of memory; 

• anomalous access to usually unused memory addresses. 

 

Given the output of CNN, SE, thanks to an auto-built decision tree, should had to gain self and environment-

awareness, understanding if an attack was local or distributed and what was necessary to do to stop it, avoiding 

unwanted collateral or reaction-chain effects. 

For every IoT device, there should have been a training period, during which SE understands the device normal 

operating conditions; during this training, the system uses the received input to calculate the weight on the 

neuronal network nodes. At the end of the training, SE should have been able to detect all eventual anomalies 

as deviation from the usual pattern, without raising any false positive.   

The most intensive challenge of the expected solution would have been to harden Linux Based Firmware with a 

run-time anomaly detection. The natural position of a piece of software providing such features is within the 

Linux kernel using the Linux Security Module ecosystem. The task of analyzing the system behavior enumerating 

system's event is divided into two macro functions:  

• collecting event at OS level  

• analyzing them using machine learning algorithms  

 

The LSM_interface would have been the part of the SE solution that interface with the Linux kernel and exported 

system events data to the Machine Learning module for the analysis, with the following functions:  

• Interface with the Linux Kernel  

• Collect the events flows including the surrounding data arguments  

• Normalize the data for the machine learning argument for using them  

• Invoke the actual computation  
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• Collect the result and return the system control to the Linux Kernel  

 

The next part in the list is the code part where the machine learning algorithms would perform the actual 

computation, a code embodies block element called ML Player with the following functions:  

• Receive standardized data from the LSM_interface.  

• Elaborates the data to meet the machine learning algorithm requirements.  

• Triggers the machine learning algorithm on the supplied data.  

• Return the elaborated result and control to the caller.  

 

Below in figure 5-2 the LSM Kernel module prototype scheme: 

 

 
Figure 5-2: LSM Kernel module prototype scheme 

 

In this way, the Kernel module component should have performed the followings features: 

• Provide security by analyzing kernel events using machine learning algorithms  

• Provide security to the boot sequences validating the root filesystem  

• Provide system profiling  

• Maintain the files originality consistency  
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5.1.2 Data Requirements for Successful Machine Learning  

With references to the existing literature and best practices in Machine Learning methodologies, for the 

achievement and tuning of the learning experience, it should be provided with several training data to make 

algorithmic assessments more real-world, accurate, and successful in production. Once in production, a machine 

learning algorithm continues to read large, diverse data sets to keep its model up-to-date and growing. 

The development of a machine learning algorithm depends on large volumes of data, from which the learning 

process draws many entities, relationships, and clusters. To broaden and enrich the correlations made by the 

algorithm, machine learning needs data from diverse sources, in different formats, about different business 

processes.  

Different training data must be given for the most comprehensive learning experience, integrated from multiple 

sources and respecting various business entities, collected across multiple time frames to make algorithmic 

assessments more real-world, accurate, and successful in production.  

Savvy organizations are deploying tools for multiple types of analytics (not just machine learning), because each 

type tells them something unique and valuable. Each layer approaches data differently and is designed to 

approach data in a certain way that is optimal for the analytics tool or the user practice involved. Machine 

learning algorithms are almost always optimized for raw, detailed source data. Thus, the data environment must 

provide large quantities of raw data for discovery-oriented analytics practices such as data exploration, data 

mining, statistics, and machine learning. 

 

5.1.3 The need of change methodology 

From the first stages of design analysis with ML / NN approach initially pursued, it emerged almost immediately 

that there would be two possible impediments that would have affected its realization: 

1) The first is directly connected to the impossibility of using the source code of the firmware samples used 

in the CHARIOT environment, this for reasons interconnected with the copyrights of the firmware of the 

gateway and sensors devices which does not allow their disclosure. The only chance to use the compiled 

code inherent to the firmware could not allow performing the functions described above. 

2) The second is that ML approach that initially the Project was intented to follow, needs to have various 

versions of firmware for the same device. In accordance with the requests of the original proposal, the 

use of ML as a firmware analysis approach has been considered as an added value to ensure the 

detection of altered firmware and continuously training. However, during the development of the 

Security Engine, it has been realised that different homogeneous samples couldn’t be obtained for 
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analysis for the learning experience. The training environment in which the testing was made, could not 

help to buffer a shortage of materials. In this way, the prototype of Machine Learning would be trained 

through completely different samples which have inevitably different features and would lead to having 

a SE that will not work effectively since we are not able to create a model to be built, tuned and trained. 

Machine Learning as a firmware analysis approach (in accordance with theProject requirements) cannot be used 

anymore if trained with just a few samples of firmware binary file. As reported above, ML, by nature, works with 

homogeneous Datasets, directly failing the specific requirement since the path becomes no longer viable. 

The constraints of the Project, such as limited material , no availability of source code  and complication to deal 

with bare-metal type (not OS oriented, therefore even more difficult to analyze), forces the team to approach 

the Project differently, choosing a functionality of the security engine different from what has been done so far. 

After a discussion among the CHARIOT partners regarding the occurred impossibility of carrying out the 

development of the Security Engine with ML and neural network as initially planned, a new alternative approach 

has been identified based on heuristic methods. This method can be used without Machine Learning and act as 

a more appropriate approach to the project. 

 

5.2 Heuristic method 

It has been decided to focus the analysis on the vulnerabilty detection with a heuristics approach, providing a 

more efficient solution. The Heuristic approach introduces new methods and tools for more secure and safer IoT 

software development with static source code analyses to help avoid safety and security defects and risks. 

The heuristic method first treats the system as different sub-systems so that the sub-system's solution must 

spread widely at the solution space. This approach is more appropriate since we have to dial with types of 

firmwares that are often very different from each other (in architectures/CPUs/characteristics). Heuristic method 

brings several benefits, giving us flexibility in analysis, in fact we can combine different features as well as news 

instructions and features could be added as new functions with new parameters for analysis. This allows an 

analysis addressed by considering different aspects of the characteristics of the firmware, the change of its 

behavior and possible vulnerabilities that could be exploited to tamper the firmware, leading to a more complete 

and reliable analysis. 

The utility is designed to collect data by binaries, perform statistical analysis, compare two firmware images and 

checking for vulnerabilities and formal contracts. The analysis is performed on the assembler instructions level. 

Based on the analysis results, a report is generated which contains information on the differences between the 

two images and if a vulnerability has been detected. 
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An advanced attack pattern recognition helps to detect unusual hardware behavior and compares anomalies 

with an internal set of instruction that can lead to recognize an unknow attacks and exploitations. 

In the following Figure (Figure 5-3), the model implementation, in 3 macro phases, as schematically presented: 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 5-3 – Model implementation 

The model implementation is more detailed in section Error! Reference source not found.. Note that the phase 

“check security rules” uses formal contracts that are in the meta-data of the firmware. These formal contracts 

can enrich the phase “vulnerability detection” by providing contexts in which the potential vulnerability is 

detected. 

As a conclusion, the verification of Security properties in CHARIOT is taken at three levels: offline by the 

developer at source code level (deliverable D1.3, D1.5), offline by the security engineer (deliverable D1.7 to insert 
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formal meta-data) and online and automatically by the CHARIOT Security Engine. Each level does its own 

verification. An interesting added-value is that the verification done at some level can help the next level to 

obtain more conclusive results. For example, if the Security Engine rejects a firmware because it has doubts about 

a portion of code, the CHARIOT dashboard can alert the Security Engineer. Then the Security Engineer can inspect 

the code again and add in the meta-data formal explanations about why the code is correct. The next firmware 

upload should be accepted because the CHARIOT Security Engine will now check the formal reasoning of the 

Security Engineer in relation with the incriminated portion of code. 

 

5.3 Data Collection 
The binaries collection available in the CHARIOT Living Labs (LLs), consists of samples gathered from two primary 

sources:  

• BLE smart sensors of CHARIOT device – bare-metal firmware Cypress ARM 32bit Cortex M0 

• Panthora IoT CHARIOT Gateway - non bare-metal firmware MIPS OS based firmware 

Bare metal firmware does not have a well-defined HAL component, and they are not meant to implement any 

restriction or privilege enforcing over the processes. They are designed for sitting over the hardware without any 

mediation provided by any software layer.  

 

5.3.1 Firmware loading 

The first step of analysing firmware is, of course, loading it into the analysis system. Firmware takes one of two 

forms: 

i) User-space firmware - Some embedded devices actually run a general-purpose OS, with much 

of their functionality implemented in user-space programs. A typical example of this is the wide 

array of Wi-Fi routers on the market, generally running a stripped-down version of Linux. All of 

the OS primitives (i.e., system calls), program entry points, and library import symbols are well-

defined.  

ii) Binary-blob firmware - Firmware often takes the form of a single binary image that runs directly 

on the bare metal of the device, without an underlying operating system. OS and library 

abstractions do not exist in such cases, and it is generally unknown how to properly initialize the 

runtime environment of the firmware sample, or at what offset to load the binary and at what 

address to begin execution. 
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Analysing user-space firmware samples is analogous to analysing a normal user-space program, whereas binary-

blob firmware presents several challenges unique to firmware analysis. The output of this analysis phase is an 

internal representation of the firmware, properly loaded in memory and ready to be analysed.  

5.3.2 Disassembly and Intermediate Representation 

Before an analysis of a firmware sample can be carried out, the binary must be disassembled. This is complicated 

by the fact that, in the case of binary-blob firmware, the base address where the binary should be loaded and 

the entry point are not known. Therefore, we have leveraged existing techniques to acquire a reliable 

disassembly of the firmware, by using a specific Interactive Disassembler tool. For this scope Radare2 has been 

used.  

In the following figures we present a set of screenshots showing disassembly phases (Figure 5-4, Figure 5-5 and 

Figure 5-6): 
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Figure 5-4 – Disassembly of CHARIOT BLE firmware (part1) 

 

Binary-blob firmware typically comes with no information as to the memory location at which it expects to be 

loaded in the device’s memory. Before an analysis of the firmware can be carried out, this value must be 

determined. The disassembler tool does this by leveraging jump tables in the binary.  

Jump tables comprise a set of absolute code addresses, stored sequentially in memory. These addresses are read 

(in many cases, using absolutely-addressed memory accesses) by indirect jumps to determine the jump target. 

The Interactive Disassembler identifies the expected location of a binary-blob firmware in memory by analysing 

the relationship between jump table positions and the memory access pattern of the indirect jump instructions. 

To identify jump tables, it scans a binary blob (in steps equal to the architecture’s address bit width) for 

consecutive values that differ only in their least significant two bytes. It then analyses all indirect jumps found in 

the disassembly phase and identifies the memory locations from which they read their jump targets. The binary 

is then relocated so that the maximum number of these accesses are associated with a jump table. 
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Figure 5-5 - Disassembly of CHARIOT BLE firmware (part2) 

 

Unfortunately, without a standard executable file format, binary blobs lack entry point information. That is, even 

after disassembling a binary, it is unclear from which start instruction the analysis should begin. As an additional 

complication, there may be multiple entry points to support features such as interrupt requests, with each 

interrupt request handler representing an additional entry point into the firmware. 
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Figure 5-6 - Disassembly of CHARIOT BLE firmware (part3) 

 

Radare2 disassembly requires knowledge of the entry points to the firmware in identifying functions in the binary 

file. This can be done by scanning through the binary blob for common function prologue instructions (depending 

on the architecture in question) and analysing the control flow until a return is encountered. Next, a coarse 

directed call graph from the list of functions can be created, and all the weakly-connected components of this 

graph can be identified. Any root node of a weakly connected component is identified as a potential entry point. 
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5.3.3 Data Collection 

The first thing to investigate is the destination data. It’s necessary to determine features for different types of 

images. As per the Project requirements, it is necessary to consider at least bare metal firmware images, non-

bare metal firmware images with and without vulnerabilities for each.  

It was decided to investigate using both the BLE firmware sample obtained by TelcoServ (Cypress ARM 32bit 

Cortex M0) and the other similar sample of which we have the source code and it is therefore possible to issue 

several releases (STM32 F103 ARM 32bit Cortex M3), very similar to the CHARIOT BLE smart sensor in features, 

that allows to release different version of it, with tiny differences. This is useful for heuristic approach, instead it 

was inefficient using ML. 

It was decided to use RADARE2 opensource tool to collect data, extract the CFG (Control Flow Graph) and 

perform automatic analysis. The reasons for using this tool is that it has a large users/followers’ community, it is 

well-documented and it is widely supported by developers. Other file system tools that may also be useful (to 

check sizes, access rights, hashes, dependencies, etc.). RADARE2 is very versatile and consists of multiple tools 

with different purposes: 

• rax2 – radare base converter - Useful to convert between formats; 

• rabin2 – radare binary program info extractor - Dumps information from binaries which may help to 

perform high-level analysis of the image; 

• rasm2 - radare assembler, disassembler of binary code instructions - Together with rax2 may help to 

clean up data in terms of formats for data that to be stored; 

• rafind2 - radare advanced command line hexadecimal editor - Useful for checking some custom rules; 

• radiff2 - show the difference between two binaries - Together with rabin2 can provide a lot of data for 

analysis and feature development. 

 

5.3.4 Feature extraction results 

When detecting the models, either the instruction features or the category features were used to avoid 

redundancy.  

Two sets of each feature type were also generated, one that stored the raw count per instruction/ category, and 

one that stored the proportion of the instruction count to all of the instructions. 

Using RADARE2 opensource makes it possible to perform some automatic analysis, extracting the CFG (Control 

Flow Graph). In order to develop some features for firmware analysis, a strategy needs to be developed with a 

team of reverse engineers. This strategy will answer the question “What statistics and parameters we need to 
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dump using RADARE2 tools in order to improve accuracy of vulnerable images detection?”. The need is to 

engineer a collection of features from the firmware, extracting the following parameters that may be useful: 

1) Common binary data collected by rabin2 tool, concerning the following firmware data: 

• Vaddr 

• Paddr 

• Ordinal 

• Sz 

• Len 

• Section 

• Type 

• String 

 

 

Figure 5-7 – Example of feature extraction rabin2 tool 

 

2) Data collected by radiff2 tool that is able to detect changing between 2 different images by performing: 

• Absolute diffs  

• Relative diffs 

 

 

Figure 5-8 - Example of feature extraction radiff2 tool 
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3) String, etc, found by rafind2 tool 

It needs to be investigated in order to search for something that may influence a confidence level that 

the image is good. It could be likely used for some (specific) primary checks. Just an assumption, search 

for certain strings of malware web sites, etc. 

4) CFG 

Need to investigate how to obtain and reinterpret it for processing 

 

5) The total number of jumps, I/O access and other things related to the firmware. 

6) Code snippets obtained with RADARE2. 

7) Call Graphs. 

8) Strings. 

9) Binary code. 

 

5.4 Firmware Analysis 

The Heuristic approach introduces new methods and tools for more secure and safer IoT software development 

with static source code analyses to help avoid safety and security defects and risks targeting the firmware 

developer during the building steps and the software security engineer before the firmware deployment. Source 

code analyses are executed offline (performed by Task 1.3 “Specialized Static Analysis tools for more secure and 

safer IoT software development”) and are strongly bound with the CHARIOT Security Engine to online check 

results. For that purpose, the static analyses add meta-data (cryptographic signature, static analysis results and 

support for “proof-carrying code6” approach) into the binary, hence permitting that binary executable to be 

suitably “filtered” or “authenticated” by the CHARIOT Security Engine and the IoT devices and, in turn, shielding 

against cyber-attacks at source code (compilation and run-time) level. At the same time, CHARIOT recognizes 

security vulnerabilities present at devices producers’ level underestimating the potential risks to which they are 

exposed to, since the latter are connected almost continuously to the Internet.  

The Security Engine introduces a firmware checking approach comparing the individual functions that make-up 

the firmware, looking for similarities between the functions themselves (according to certain parameters to be 

extracted and analyzed) and the behavior of the firmware according to statistical surveys. This feature is 

combined with preventive researching of vulnerabilities (like arbitrary Memory Access, Buffer Overflows, Format 

String Vulnerabilities) by searching code signatures for the target architecture that may lead to security issues. 

 
6 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Proof-carrying_code 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Proof-carrying_code
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Finally, formal contracts compiled in offline analysis are proactively checked by SE to decide if the analysed 

firmware is compliance with rules provided for the specific firmware. In the following Figure (Figure 5-9), the 

model implementation for the Security Engine Firmware Analysis. 

 

 

Figure 5-9 – Security Engine Firmware Analysis approach model  

 

The three-analysis indicated above (Firmware Comparison, Vulnerability Detection, Formal Contracts check) can 

be performed in sequence according to an order that can be assessed on the basis of the type of firmware under 

examination. The expected results will be: 

➢ Confidence Rate expressed as a percentage for the Firmware comparison 

➢ Vulnerability Detection Response (Yes or Not) for each three type of issues 

➢ Compliance response for the Check Formal Contract 

Interactions are possible between the vulnerability analysis and the Formal Contract Checker. For example, 

Formal Contract can provide contexts when the vulnerability detection has several possible interpretations that 

heuristics decide. This point will be developed in new deliverable D1.7 – Online verification of static analysis 

security rules for more secure and safer IoT software deployment. 

All the results contribute in the same way to express the reliability of the firmware processed in analysis. 

 

5.4.1 Firmware comparison 

By using features detection, the Security Engine checks if newer versions may have unexpected behaviour leading 

to security issues. This is achieved by observing behavioural variations from a “baseline” version of the firmware, 

comparing different firmware parameters, such as. jump addresses, the number of defined functions, etc.  

The service is designed to perform a static analysis and comparison of two firmware images. The analysis is 

performed on the assembler instructions level.   
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The developed solution provides: 

• comparing the individual functions that make up the firmware; 

• check similarity between the functions themselves, according to certain parameters to be extracted and 

analysed; 

• verify the behavior of the firmware according to a statistical survey will be taken into consideration. 

Finally, the optimal solution will be determined by matching all the sub-system solutions, calculating a final 

reference for the statement of security of the new firmware, finding the global optimal solution more efficiently. 

The service scans binary files of the pre-OS (firmware) of new releases of firmware devices against the older 

versions. By using features detection approach, SE will check if newer versions may have unexpected behaviour 

leading to security issues. This is achieved by observing behavioural variations from a “baseline” version of the 

firmware, comparing jump addresses, the number of defined functions, etc.  

This service can be invoked by other services/engines such as IPSE (Task 3.1) to decide whether to trust the data 

sent by an IoT device. This functionality enhances system security functionality (Task 3.4) by complementing 

device authentication with an additional security check. 

This stage is devoted to the analysis of the parsed data, by performing the next steps: 

• Analyse all the parsed data to understand what is important for the comparison; 

• Decide on how to organize the useful data into a comprehensive statistic; 

• Investigate how the data extracted from different firmware can be compared in an efficient way. 

When data from images is collected and stored in some data format it can be investigated by data processing 

tools. Two tasks are implemented in this stage: 

 

• Research  

o Investigate essential parts of comparison that can be used for analysis 

• CompareCFG  

o Implement logic for two CFG comparison 

o Implement a structure for saving results of the comparison 

In order to prepare data for processing, it is necessary to find a way to collect and store analyzed data, such as 

Redis7. It would be shell scripts that call RADARE2 tools with specific parameters and save data collected by these 

tools to some file on a disk (JSON, XML, CSV, etc.) Alternatively, it may be a more appropriate way to implement 

 
7 https://redis.io/ 

https://redis.io/
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it using a set of Python scripts that interact with RADARE2 via APIs. In this case, some good additional libraries 

for data investigating and processing can be used, such as the Python Data Analysis Library Pandas8. 

During this phase the macro components of the firmware were taken into consideration: Functions and Offset 

Jump. An appropriate analysis has been conducted that can take into account the correlations between the 

different functions of the firmware, the code written and the different jumps between a function and the other. 

Taking the CFG scheme as a reference, the comparison between two different firmware versions is valuated 

block by block, not considering the number of offsets within the block or the number of jump offsets from one 

block to another. This allows avoiding that two firmwares containing the same instructions with identical 

functions, organised inside the firmware differently with different offset numbers, can be considered different. 

Two binary firmwares will be considerated as equal  if the result of the instruction sequence is the same, 

independently by jumps (e.g. if the code of the compared firmware have a different jump that is located in 

another blocks), even if it is located in a different place in CFG scheme and/or if offset number is different; despite 

they apparently seems different, indeed they have the same sequence of instructions and the correlation 

between them may be guaranteed. 

In the same way, the change of the offset will be considered consistent if the jump does not lead to the same 

point (in or out the block) and lead to a real absenceof code correlation, leading it to think as an actual change 

in behaviour. 

5.4.1.1 Implementation of the fingerprint feature 

The scope is to analyse the function structures taking care marginally the order of instructions inside each 

function, as well as the offsets, parsing the diivided code in a function-by-function manner without any 

correlation. By calculating a fingerprint sha256 for every function (a sort of UID), we are able to make a 

comparison between functions that match their fingerprint.  

If they match (independently from their correlation), there would be a reasonable confidence assurement for 

the possibility of a complete correspondence between them. A function-by-function match allows the algorithm 

to map all the instrucions inside the two examined firmwares and perform an effective comparison.  

In addiction, in order to give greater reliability to the algorithm, fingerprints that take into consideration offsets 

have been created. This can be added as a separate parameter in the implementation. Multiple options can be 

considered as contributions to finger print: statistics, Instructions’ order and offsets. 

 
8 https://pandas.pydata.org/ 

https://pandas.pydata.org/
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Obviously, these options influence the final comparison results. Some functions may have the same number of 

instructions but a different order. Some functions may be considered as equal by these parameters, but have 

different offsets, etc. 

5.4.1.2 Comparison algorithm 

One of the following methods can be applied for further comparison process:  

1. If the fingerprinting method is enabled, then the sha256 object is initialized and a fingerprint is calculated 

for each function. The following additional parameters can be enabled to contribute to fingerprint 

calculation:  

o statistics (i.e., function size, name, address; enabled by default); 

o instructions order (enabled by default);  

o offsets (disabled by default).  

Then the generated fingerprints from two images are compared to define which functions have been 

changed. It is noted that only fingerprints are compared. Functions are considered “equal” if fingerprints 

match. If fingerprints do not match, functions are considered as “removed” or “new”, depending on 

whether or not, it is present in the first reference firmware. 

2. If the similarity threshold method is enabled, in order to perfom a more in-depth analysis, two firmware 

images are compared function by function based on the number of instructions. The number of 

differences for each instruction is calculated. If this number is bigger than the similarity threshold, then 

the function is marked as “removed” or “new”. If smaller, it is then marked as “similar”.  The similarity 

threshold is set manually via the test script parameters. 

Finally, a feature is performed (that take in consideration the comparison process) to calculate the confidence 

rate which shows whether numerous changes were made. This rate is the final reference for the statement of 

reliability of the new firmware. 

5.4.2 Vulnerability Detection 

The utility for security vulnerabilities recognition (that can be exploited by potential attackers) is based on the 

following principles: 

 
1. The firmware is first parsed with the r2pipe - radare2 bindings for Python. 

 

2. A signatures file of vulnerable functions is loaded 
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3. Then the firmware information is passed to a specific vulnerability check class: 

• class BufferOverflow: 

- apply signatures that look for strcpy, strcat functions in firmware  

- at the call addresses of these functions, analyze the instructions and look for the parameters with 

which they are called 

- analyze the obtained values and decide whether there is a vulnerability 

• class FormatString  

- apply signatures that are looking for the printf function in the firmware 

- at the call addresses of this function, analyze the instructions and look for the parameters with 

which it is called 

- analyze the values found and decide whether there is a vulnerability 

• class ArbitraryMemoryAccess: 

- look for memory access instructions in functions  

- at the addresses of these instructions, analyze other instructions and look for the parameters by 

which they are initialized 

- analyze the values found and decide whether there is a vulnerability 

 

3. Based on the results a report (short or verbose) is issued with vulnerability detection response. 

 

In order to establish if there is some kind of vulnerability, during Buffer Overflow and Format String detection, 

Security Engine use signatures of functions notoriously vulnerable to these types of attacks; consequently in the 

firmware we look for parts of code that we can find in the signatures. The signatures.sdb DB contains all the 

signatures of the functions [using their libc implementation compiled for ARM/MIPS, like printf, stringcopy, 

stringcat and so on] known to be vulnerable to Buffer Overflow and Format String attacks.  

Such popular functions are often used during firmware exploitation. When analyzing a firmware image, the 

obtained signatures are applied to find the required functions and check if they are used as intended (whether 

correct parameters are passed to them, whether they are called in the correct places etc). 

In the following Figure (Figure 5-10), the flow for the Vulnerability Detection: 
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Figure 5-10 – Security Engine Firmware Analysis approach model  

 

As shown in the figure, once signatures are found in the Firmware, SE checks if is able to resolve their parameters 

with actual values. 

If so, SE checks if the parameters are vulnerable to some of these attacks (returning “Vulnerbale”) or not 

(returning “Not Vulnerable”). Otherwise if it cannot resolve the parameters values, maybe because they depend 

on an external input, it turn back “Possible Vulnerable” as the functions are unsafe, but we cannot absolutely 

state if there is a real vulnerability or not.  

 

5.4.2.1 Buffer Overflow 

This feature uses signatures to look for the vulnerable functions (strcpy, strcat, etc). After such functions are 

detected, all the places where these functions are called are determined. Next, the parameters that are passed 

to them are analyzed to determine if an overflow is possible in this place or not.  

SE check for these exact functions because they are famous to be unsafe (unlike their counter part that do the 

length check of the parameters like strncpy or strncat). For example we check if the length of the source buffer 

is greater than the buffer of the destination and so on.. ). 

In the follow, the flow for class BufferOverflow: 

▪ First load the signature 

▪ Next apply the signatures and look for functions and look for the parameters with which they are called 

(r0 and r1) and check them 
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▪ looks for functions that are prone to Buffer Overflow, such as: 

               gets()              strcat()            realpath() 

              strcpy()           getwd()           (f)scanf()   

▪ find the addresses where these functions are called and look for their arguments 

▪ analyze the actual values of arguments (where possible) and decide whether there is an explicit BOF 

vulnerability or not 

Here is a code snippet that will serve as an example:  

mov r1, r7  

ldr r0, [0x000012fc]  

bl fcn.00001692  

The signatures feature allows us to detect that the fcn.00001692 function is strcpy:  

mov r1, r7  

ldr r0, [0x000012fc]  

bl sign.bytes.strcpy_0  

In the example, in the first snippet we see a call to an unknown function, but with the signatures we are able to 

detect that function as the strcpy function 1692 is not directly detectable, the use of signature features permit 

to take the exact values of the parameters.  If this operation is successful and the parameters can lead to the 

overflow, the respective place is marked as a “Vulnerable” one. If we are not able to resolve the actual 

parameters, since we are not able to have a sure sentence, the respective place is marked as a “Potentially 

Vulnerable” and signed and reported in the final report for possible further checks (otherwise SE mark it as “Not 

Vulnerable”). 

 

5.4.2.2 Format String 

Based on the signatures, is made by looking for all the printf-like family functions (like printf, sprintf, etc) in the 

firmware code and analyze the first parameter that is passed to it. If the format strings are the same number as 

the parameters then the code is safe otherwise no: (e.g  printf("%s %d", string, integer) --> this is safe ; printf("%s 

%s",string) --> this is unsafe. If we see a memory address or a parameter of the function that has initially called 

the printf function, then we have a potentially vulnerable place. This detection feature is able to detect a Format 

String attack, that exploits a sort of misconfiguration, exploitable by an attacker that can control the buffer by 
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using an argument of a printf function. This is a widely known vulnerability and permit to writes or read the stack, 

or other memory regions. 

Format string vulnerabilities are a class of bug that take advantage of an easily avoidable programmer error. If 

the programmer passes an attacker-controlled buffer as an argument to a printf (or any of the related functions, 

including sprintf, fprintf, etc), the attacker can perform writes and reads to arbitrary memory addresses. 

In the follow, the flow for class FormatString:  

▪ First load the signature 

▪ apply signatures that are looking for the printf function in the firmware 

▪ at the call addresses of this function, analyze the instructions and look for the parameters with which it 

is called 

▪ analyze the values found and decide whether there is a vulnerability 

Below, a pseudo-code snippet that will serve as example: 

 

In this code, we assign to the buffer a variable that come from an external input. It could be potentially vulnerable 

because we cannot know if this is a constant string, or a string with a malicious content inside it, like e.g. a string 

formatter. 

 

In these second and third examples, we have a sure Format String vulnerability, since we use format string that 

could permit p.e. to insert the variable %s to read from the stack or %n to write in the stack.  

The right format as below is not vulnerable since it is not possible to intepret the string as a printf parameter. 
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5.4.2.3 Arbitrary Memory Access 

This feature provides functionality for looking through code and detecting all the read and write memory 

accesses. After such places are detected, analysis is performed to detect whether the address value was changed 

using some relative value, i.e. whether it has increased or decreased comparing to the base address. Next, the 

obtained offset value is analyzed and it is determinated whether it is allowed to go beyond the boundaries of the 

allocated memory.  

We define a class, called CFGbuilder, that builds all possible variations of the flow depending on conditional 

jumps inside a firmware. We also define a class, called CFGWalker, that passes from the instruction of interest 

up the graph to the beginning of the function and analyzes the instructions and look for the parameters by whitch 

they are inizialized  in order to analyze the values found and decide whether there is a vulnerability. 

In the following, the flow for class ArbitraryMemoryAccess is shown: 

▪ look for memory access instructions in functions  

▪ at the addresses of these instructions, analyze other instructions and look for the parameters by which 

they are initialized 

▪ analyze the values found (if any) and decide whether there is a vulnerability 

▪ first look for memory access instructions for all functions and consider the address at which the memory 

is accessed 

▪ in all types of vulnerabilities, we need to find the values by which different registers are initialized relative 

to some of the instructions. For this scope we build all possible variations of the function depending on 

conditional jumps. For this, the separate class has been created that deals with this - CFGBuilder. 

▪ Next, based on the results obtained from the control flow builder, another class (CFGWalker) passes 

from the instruction of interest up the graph to the beginning of the function and analyzes the 

instructions and based on what type of instruction and with which registers and values it works. 

In the Arbitrary Memory Access Detection, we look for all the instructions that read from a memory region. Then, 

if we can resolve the parameters to their actual values, like the previous checks for Buffer Overflow and Format 

String detection, we search if these addresses are in a region supposed to be accessed, like SRAM. If the code 

tries to access to a memory region different from those or if we are not able to resolve where the code is trying 

to access, then we report in the output the address of that instruction and vulnerable and possible vulnerable 

respectively. 
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This feature allows detecting all the read and write memory accesses that happen though the firmware execution 

flow. After such places are detected, analysis is performed to detect whether the address value was changed 

using some relative value, i.e. whether it has increased or decreased comparing to the base address. As the next 

step, we analyze the obtained offset value and determine whether it allows you to go beyond the boundaries of 

the allocated memory.  

For example, there is a code snippet for memory write(read) access:  

str r0, [r3]  

The address located in r3 is calculated dynamically, for example:  

ldr r3, [0x00001898]  

adds r3, r1  

Here r1 could be either a loop value or a function argument. There could be an array of values whose length is 

defined dynamically and not via constant. If the array elements are being searched through one by one in a loop, 

it can potentially allow us to go beyond the array bounds and read/write to the memory that is not allocated to 

the analyzed array. So, we analyze all such places in the firmware code to detect if they are definitely vulnerable, 

potentially vulnerable, or not vulnerable at all.  

Due to the peculiarities of static analysis, values of the parameters from which the functions are called cannot 

be given and cannot return an exact answer whether this place is vulnerable or not. This could lead to false 

positives. This can optionally be turned off via analysis options, in the input interface. 

 

5.4.3 Check Formal Contracts 

This section develops the application of security rules on the firmware of IoT devices during its source code 

development as well as at the binary (executable) levels. The cyber security challenge related to IoT firmware 

development and deployment is directly aligned to the, on-purpose or not, vulnerabilities commonly (and 

recently) found in IoT devices9 including pre-installed firmware10. For instance, this could prevent sending 

confidential data to public addresses. 

The Static Analysis technologies will also reduce the number of vulnerabilities present in IoT Software like the 

absence of Run Time Execution errors (such as memory overflows) that are a target of the CHARIOT Static 

Analysis Component. Automated source code analysis techniques provide significant advantages as compared 

 
9 Security Vulnerabilities in Android Firmware: https://www.schneier.com/blog/archives/2019/11/security_vulner_20.html 
(released on the 18 November 2019) 
10 Android Firmware Vulnerabilities -November 2019: https://www.kryptowire.com/android-firmware-2019/ 

https://www.schneier.com/blog/archives/2019/11/security_vulner_20.html
https://www.kryptowire.com/android-firmware-2019/
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to current state of practice in IoT involving firmware source code manual inspection while the current state of 

the art in embedded systems is the application of formal methods.  

The code analysis with static analyzers is targeting 

• verification of specific security rules, 

• increased verification minimizing the involvement of human resources, 

• formal guarantees (at the firmware level) thus validating the developed firmware through its whole 

cycle, from development to deployment, through embedding of static analysis results (warnings during 

code compilation) in the binary of the device (under update). 

• an extra protection by affirming the specific source code hashing (created during the compilation time) 

through blockchain and thus eliminate risks even from attackers having access to the firmware 

development and attach meta-data (analysis results) claiming a safe firmware although it includes 

introduced backdoors. A blockchain-enabled, firmware versioning system is also enhancing the update 

process robustness. 

Automation of the registration of the analysis results and their evolution over the full development process (D1.3, 

D1.5 scope) removes human involvement needs in removing all warnings issued by the analysis as currently done 

at the end of the development process. By doing it incrementally in connection with the developer, it is expected 

to increase speed and precision while decrease development costs. Increased Integrity (link between the source 

code and the running binary firmware) is ensured via analysis done within the compiler that generates the final 

code. Because the link between the source code and the binary code is one-way and because the developer may 

miss some security features required by the Security Engine, an additional offline static analysis (Bismon-

Security-Checker) reinforces the static results by adding the required missing properties. This offline static 

analysis is not peformed by the developer but by a Security Engineer. The results provided by this way are not 

guaranteed by the development process, but by the Security Engine that will check again these results. 

At the same time, at binary (executable) level, CHARIOT provides a solution of processing firmware binaries and 

identifying security vulnerabilities (e.g. code injection, jumps inside the code) by cross-referencing historical 

software updates and vulnerability databases as an execution layer affirmation. This identification benefits from 

meta-data coming from the static-analysis. 

 

➢ Securing firmware through rule-based code analysis and injection of analysis results & the source 
code hash within the binary code 

Syntactic-rule-based code analysis supports improvement of the security of firmware during the development 

process and during the firmware update through embedding of the analysis results, a firmware hashing and 
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version in the firmware binary (as meta-data). At the same time, the produced source code hashing and version 

are included into the blockchain system (for later verification during the firmware update process). Security 

properties targeted by the static analyses include: Rule based Security properties and minimization of common 

vulnerabilities based on Run-Time Errors (memory overflows, stack overflows, index overflows). These contribute 

to the global security of the system, by providing additional means for preventing a malicious firmware developer 

from adding a backdoor and attaching artificial meta-data (plus a correct hashing) to hide his backdoor. The 

analysis results will also be checked by the Security Engine without any assumptions on their origin (inspired 

from proof-carrying code11 approaches). 

The targeted security rules for binary firmware are simply expressed rules like “no buffer overflow”, “no invalid 

access in the memory”. Usually, they are restricted to some functions with variant: “no buffer overflow” in the 

function “foo” or “no buffer overflow” in the function “foo” and all its function calls (callees). 

CHARIOT proposes to express more complex rules in the Python language. These rules target security properties 

but also privacy ones. The users expresses what he wants to check and how. For this goal, CHARIOT proposes an 

API 

• to look for functions, 

• to ask for properties on data in the running executable = abstract data, 

• to ask for the origin of these abstract data (the addresses of the binary instructions that have computed 

the data + the inputs of these instructions like Chariot.TextSegment (in the code) or Chariot.External 

(comig from network)), 

• to ask for the next use of a computed data 

When they manipulate abstract data, the user that writes the rules should consider them as a set or an interval 

of values. They contain of course data-flow information, but also control flow information since a condition “y = 

0; if (x ≥ 0) y = x;” ensures that y  [0, MAX_INT] thanks to the control condition “(x ≥ 0)”. 

A same rule is used at two places: inside Bismon-Security-Checker and inside the Security Engine. It has a different 

interpretation in these two places. 

Bismon-security-checker checks the rules in interaction with the user (the Security Engineer or the developer). 

This is not an automatic process since it involves complex reasoning and complex property propagation. Hence, 

the user drives this process until he reaches his verification goal: all the rules are checked. The objective of 

Bismon-Security-Checker is to produce hints or contracts that make an equivalent analysis fully automatic inside 

the Security Engine, as despicted in Error! Reference source not found.5-11. For efficiency reasons, the Security 

 
11 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Proof-carrying_code 
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Engine scans the code only once. In this last case, the rule’s verification is triggered from Security Engine events 

that encounter a function or an instruction that concerns the rule. All the material should be ready to advance 

in the rule checking: that is the role of the contracts set up by Bismon-Security-Checker. 

 

Figure 5-11: Rule checking in Bismon-Security-Checker and in the Security Engine 

 

In Bismon-Security-Checker, the rules drives the verification. Bismon-Security-Checker launches the algorithms 

described by the rule (as master). When the rule requires an access to an abstract data, a static analysis of the 

function that can produce the data is triggered. Its results are in a cache. When the algorithm fails, an interactive 

window appears to advance in the verification process. If the final answer is “KO”, the interactive window 

appears to prove that this case cannot occur – see Figure 5-125-12. The interactive window first improves the 

results of the static analysis to obtain data that corresponds to the need of the rule. For that, it supports standard 

debugger commands with additional features 

• to follow and understand the data-flow, 

• to go back in the control flow and precise that this computation should remain symbolic, 

• to set hypotheses that will be proved later. 

Finer abstract data enables the algorithm to go on. With such an interactive User Interface, the Security Engineer 

should understand why this instruction fails; if this is not the case, he will have serious doubts about the 

firmware. Once he has understood, he translates his own reasoning into annotations for the static analysis –  

like keep this abstract data in symbolic form, merge this control flow by using an interval and keep the abstract 

result as a symbolic new data. These hints are saved in the meta-data of the firmware as well as the hypotheses 
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before and the conclusions after each instruction block. These pairs (hypotheses/conclusions) are the contracts 

that will be automatically checked by the Security Engine thanks to the hints. 

 

Figure 5-12: inteactive window of bismon-security-checker 

 

Here is an example of rule written in pseudo-code. 

for each call to the function “send”, 
 let loc_mem = { location } of the second argument 
 let caller = “send”, let origins = {} 
 while loc_mem ≠ user and loc_mem ≠ code 
  new_loc_mem = data_origin(loc_mem) 
  if new_loc_mem = instruction_result 
   update caller with the common caller of caller and new_loc_mem 
  else 

   origins = origins  { loc_mem } 

 if user  loc_mem 
  return false 
 return integrity of data-flow = No buffer overflow for every path in caller 
  from origins to the call to the “send” function 

Figure 5-13: example of complex rule 

This section explains it and it describes how to write this rule as master in Python and how to write it as slave in 

Python. 
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In a future version, outside the Chariot project, rules should be checked to avoid the case where an attacker 

injects its own Python code in them. For that, rules need to be written in C instead of Python. Then a tool like 

Frama-C12 could check that the rules are safe and secure (no access to the file system, no buffer overflow). Code 

transformers based on Frama-C or clang13 could automatically translate them into rules as master = algorithms 

for Bismon-Security-Checker and rules as slave = algorithms for the Security Engine. 

The rule in Figure 5-13 5-13 checks that the data (= address of the site that receives the Chariot data analytics) 

in the second argument of any call to the “send” function is an hard-coded address in the firmware code – an 

attacker can not alter it. It is a check of level 2. The level 1 does not check the integrity of the data-flow. The level 

3 is the ultimate level: it also checks the integrity of the control-flow (no possible wild jump of the execution that 

would by-pass the function call mechanism) but it requires writing and validating contracts for all the linear 

blocks of instructions in the firmware. For the level 2, the algorithm finds the caller function that contains the 

whole data-flow from the first copy of the data to its exploitation in the “send” function. It then checks all the 

write memory access in every control path from the first copy of the data to their exploitation in the “send 

function”.  

 

Here is the master translation of this algorithm with some simplifications:  

def chariot_check_send_calls_master(chariot): 
 nodes = chariot.locate_callers(“send”) 
 loc_mem = [] 
 for node in nodes: 
  chariot.analyze(node.get_function()) 
  arg = chariot.get_argument(node, 2) 
  if not(arg is None): 
   origins = chariot.get_origin_azt_content(arg, ctypes.p_char_t).get_locations() 
   origins.remove(chariot.TextSegment) 
   if chariot.External in origins: 
    if not chariot.reanalyze(node.get_function(), 
     lambda context: not chariot.External in context.get_call(“send”) 
      .get_origin_azt_content(ctypes.p_char_t).get_locations()): 
     return False, “vulnerability detected for send function” 
    origins = chariot.get_origin_azt_content(arg,ctypes.p_char_t).get_locations() 
   loc_mem = loc_mem + origins 
 caller = chariot.locate_function(“send”) 
 origins = [] 
 while loc_mem != []: 
  loc_val = loc_mem.pop()  
  chariot.analyze(loc_val.get_function()) 

 
12 https://frama-c.com/ 
13 https://clang.llvm.org/ 

https://frama-c.com/
https://clang.llvm.org/
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  new_origins = loc_val.get_origin().get_locations() 
  confirmed_origins = [] 
  need_analyze = True 
  while need_analyze: 
   need_analyze = False 
   for new_loc_mem in new_origins: 
    if new_loc_mem is chariot.Instruction: 
     caller = chariot.find_common_caller(caller, new_loc_mem) 
    else if new_loc_main.contains(chariot.External): 
     if not chariot.reanalyze(loc_val.get_function(), 
         lambda ctxt: not chariot.External in ctxt.get_instruction (loc_val) 
          .get_origin(loc_val.get_type()).get_locations()): 
         return False, “vulnerability detected for send function” 
     need_analyze = True 
     new_origins = loc_val.get_origin().get_locations() 
     confirmed_origins = [] 
    else: 
     confirmed_origins += loc_val 
  loc_mem = loc_mem + confirmed_origins 
 return chariot.check_data_flow_integrity(caller, origins, nodes) 
 
chariot.register_rule(“chariot_check_send_calls”, “chariot_check_send_calls_master”, 
  “chariot_check_send_calls_slave”) 

 

Bismon-Security-Checker checks each register rule individually by executing the master cde. It provides “chariot” 

callback functions. chariot.analyze performs a static analysis of the function. If it fails, it launches the interactive 

interface to solve the problems. chariot.get_origin… provides the instructions that have produced the data. This 

backward data-flow is one the the static analysis results.  If this information is not precise enough (too over-

approximated), the interactive interface appears again to solve this problem. Bismon-Security-Checker can redo 

a static analysis with precise objectives with the function chariot.reanalyze. 

When all the hypotheses, that are required by the static analysis to deliver an adequate result, have been 

checked, Bismon-Security-Checker checks that no buffer overflow can alter the dataflow with the function 

chariot.check_data_flow_integrity. 

At the end of this algorithm, it saves in the firmware meta-data all the hints provided by the Security Engineer 

during the interactive session. The Security Engine will used them online to successfully reproduce the analysis. 

 

➢ Security Engine: filter firmware based on rules applied on the injected analysis results  

During the software update process, the security engine extracts the static code analysis results (meta-data) from 

the firmware binary as inserted earlier at the binary compilation stage. The extracted static code analysis results 

are then cross-referenced with a local security policy that dictates the tolerated static code analysis limits and if 
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the firmware passes these limits, the binary analysis process is initiated. During binary analysis, insight to the 

internal workings of the firmware is provided by comparing jump addresses with historical firmware update data, 

when available, and databases of common vulnerability jump patterns. This binary analysis is then consumed by 

the security engine to approve or reject the firmware update and provide contextual messages to the initiator 

of the update, such as the type of vulnerability pattern identified. The overall workflow achieves two things; 

firstly, it prohibits anyone to issue a firmware update that possesses warnings that were ignored from the static 

code analysis if they do not satisfy the criteria set forth in the local security policy and secondly, it prevents any 

firmware update of going through if a vulnerability or erratic pattern in comparison to its previous versions is 

identified in the jump registers of the binary file. 

The Security Engine also checks again the python security rules and the formal static analysis results in the meta-

data that have been defined in the previous subsection. It is the guarantor of the absence of vulnerability in the 

firmware. Despite the development process, during which developers are known, any Security Engineer can add 

formal meta-data in the firmware. This second check is made possible because of the nature of the meta-data 

and the proof carrying code inspired approach. 

For efficiency reasons, the Security Engine scans all the linear blocks of instructions in the binary firmware. For 

each linear block, it formally propagates the contract before the block with the static analysis hints (symbolic 

execution for this particular data, directed abstraction for this data) and verifies that the contract after the block 

is a consequence of the propagated contract – Hoare Logic14 verification. 

The meta-data contains 4 levels of information: 

• formal information for the soundness of the static analysis, 

• formal information for the python rule verification, 

• formal information for delivering a context to improve the Security Engine verification 

• and hints to prove all these proof’s objectives. 

Coming back to the python rule in Figure 5-13, here is its slave translation with some simplifications: 

def chariot_check_send_calls_slave(chariot, chariot_event): 
 if chariot.is_concerned_by(chariot_event, “chariot_check_send_calls”): 
  if not chariot.check_contract(chariot_event, “chariot_check_send_calls”): 
   return False, “unsound contract” 
 if chariot.is_concerned_by(chariot_event, “chariot_check_send_calls”, chariot.DataFlowIntegrity): 
  if not chariot.check_data_flow_integrity(chariot_event): 
   return False, “possible vulnerability through memory corruption” 
 if chariot.contains_call_function(chariot_event, “chariot_check_send_calls”,  ”send”): 
  arg = chariot. chariot.contains_call_function(chariot_event, ”send”).get_argument(2) 
  origins = chariot.get_origin_azt_content(arg, ctypes.p_char_t).get_locations() 

 
14 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hoare_logic 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hoare_logic
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  origins.remove(chariot.TextSegment) 
  if chariot.External in origins: 
   return False, “vulnerability detected for send function” 
 return True, “” 
 
chariot.register_rule(“chariot_check_send_calls”, “chariot_check_send_calls_master”, 
 “chariot_check_send_calls_slave”) 

The slave rule is usually far simpler than the master rule, since the master rule is responsible to establish a 

propagation strategy for the verification; the slave rules only checks that the available meta-data information is 

proved and that it enables to prove the rule. 

 

5.5 Reports and Statistics 
The last stage is to develop metrics to check accuracy and performance of the system. The most effective way is 

to generate some reports with detections %, durations, etc. and output it in a console or a file. Two tasks are 

implemented in this stage: 
 

 

• Research  →   Investigate characteristics and statistics that are essential to notice in a report 

• Report     →    Implement logic to generate a report with results of comparison and statistics 

 

Different type of statistics and reports are expected with full info concerning analyzed firmwares and the 

comparison statistic; as result of analysis and firmware comparison, the report will state about:  

1. The confidence rate and the degree of the firmware reliability (expressed in percent) 

2. If a BOF, Arbitrary Memory Access, Format String Vulnerability is detected (Yes/No) 

3. Compliance in Formal Contract Verification (Proved/Not Proved) 

All the results contribute in the same way to express the Security of the firmware processed in analysis. 

All project phases described in this chapter (Data Collection, Firmware Analysis, Reports and Statistics) are more 

explained in Chaper 8 “Development Status and Deployment to the Living Labs”. 

 

5.6 Conformance with source code 

The Security Engine assumes that the firmware has been compiled following the CHARIOT compilation process. 

The compilation process ensures that: 

1. the static verification of the source code has been done; 

2. the verification results have been registered into the blockchain and associated to the binary code in 

the elf meta-data; 
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3. the blockchain guarantees the conformance between the binary and the source code analysis results 

once registered. 

Since the decision to attach the verification results to the binary firmware is a human process, it can contain 

some errors. Moreover, if an attacker mimics the CHARIOT compilation process and finds a way to register its 

firmware in the blockchain, the tampered firmware is likely to reach the Security Engine. 

Moreover, the Security Engine is likely to check that the source code analysis’ meta-data are consistent with 

respect to its knowledge of the binary code, since the blockchain cannot perform this verification. It could also 

check that the meta-data do not declare any security issue, for instance unexpected read/write to some device 

ports. At the end, the Security Engine can benefit from some meta-data provided by source code analysis, for 

example to complete the call-graph in presence of dynamic function pointers. 

5.6.1 Common concepts between source code analysis and binary analysis 

Compilers, static analyses at source code level and static analyses at binary level share: 

• the notion of Control Flow Graph, 

• the notion of Call Graph, 

• the notion of range/domain for the variables, 

• the notion of vulnerability, 

even if these notions may be different between both levels. This section briefly describes these differences to 

define what the Security Engine can check (common parts 4.4.2) and benefit from (different parts in 4.3.3). 

The firmware code is commonly composed of many functions, but also of code for interruptions; user-space 

firmware may optionally contain parallelism and even co-routines (more common in Python than in C). Every 

function has its own Control Flow Graph15. The CFG defines the possible next and previous instructions of every 

instruction inside the function. A CFG is reducible if it only contains edges that can be partitioned into two disjoint 

sets: forward edges, and back edges, such that (1) forward edges form a directed acyclic graph with all nodes 

reachable from the entry node and (2) for all back edges (A, B), node B dominates node A. Goto constructions 

can break this reducibility property.  

Without any compiler optimisation, the binary code CFG often maps easily with the source code CFG. It is 

nevertheless not true anymore for some constructions and in presence of compiler optimizations. For example 

the minimum of two integers can be compiled without any branching since: 

int x,y,res; if (x < y) res = x; else res = y; 

 
15 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Control-flow_graph 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Control-flow_graph
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is equivalent to 

int x,y,res; res = y ^ ((x ^ y) & -(x < y)); 

 

Reducible code at source level will become irreducible at binary level in presence of short-circuitry expressions  

if (a || b) c: … else d: …; end: …; is translated into if (a) goto c; if (b) goto c; 

c: … goto end; d: …; end: …;.   

 

At source code level, switch instructions where every case has a break are reducible code. At binary level, 

it is usually translated into computed gotos that need to be found in a table hard coded in the code. 

Loops at source code level may be unrolled in several if at binary level. 

Compiler inlining also “copy-pastes” the code of the called function into the caller in the binary file. 

To conclude on the CFG, the Security Engine could check that the CFG computed by Bismon-Source-Verifier at 

source code is similar to the CFG at binary level, but such a systematic checking has often many reasons to fail. 

So even in this case, the CHARIOT security approach based on statistic comparison has more interest. 

The Call Graph is often more similar between source code and binary code, because inlining is the only 

mechanism that modifies the call graph during compilation – it just suppresses a node in the tree of 

callers/callees. But it may be incomplete, both at source code and at binary level, because of dynamic calls to 

callback functions. Dynamic calls may generate vulnerabilities in connection with stack buffer overflows.  If user-

space firmware has protection against the exploitation such overflows (ex: ASLR or Address Space Layout 

Randomization), bare metal firmware has none. Checking buffer overflows is indecidable by nature, even if a 

static verification is easier at source code level than at binary code level since it has some typing information in 

the source. Ex, the local variable declaration int array[5] (source typing) provides information abound the 

array bounds, whereas the equivalent localization instruction int* array=$sp+16 (place of array on the 

execution stack at binary level) has not.  

However, statically checking whether a dynamic call is exploitable by a buffer overflow is only possible at binary 

level. On a return instruction, the source verification does not know if the dynamic call translation will only use 

the link register or if the dynamic call has stored the return address on the stack (more exploitable) to move it 

later into the link register. The BLE firmware sample of TelcoServ (Cypress ARM 32bit Cortex M0) has such safe 

dynamic calls (ex: global variable CyBle_ApplCallback set in the protected text segment by the main function and 

called later by some functions like CyBle_Start, CyBle_GattsWriteEventHandler). 
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Range and domains analysis are useful for security analyses, since they can help to verify integer overflows, 

buffer overflows, pointer access, infinite loops. However, finding them automatically would require expert user 

annotations that are often too costly for the CHARIOT compilation process. 

As despicted in the exploitation of dynamic calls, only the binary analyses have sufficient data to know if a code 

is effectively vulnerable or not. But data can be hard to reconstitute at binary level and a cooperation between 

both analyses could give better results; proof of concept will be investigated in CHARIOT on open source 

firmwares. 

 

5.6.2 Meta data consistency verification 

This subsection describes the results of static source code analyses that could be checked by the Security Engine 

for vulnerability issues. It mainly concerns the CFG and the Call Graph. As noted in previous subsection, both 

structures are different between source code and binary, but common parts and different parts can help the 

Security Engine to take decisions based on heuristics. 

CFG and CallGraph JSON format to be produced by Bismon-Source-Verifier static analyses should take the 

following Error! Reference source not found.4: 

 

{ "types": 

  [ 

    { "name": "pvoid", 

      "def": "void*" 

    } 

  ], 

  "functions" : 

  [ 

    { "name": "main", 

      "parameters": 

      [ 

        { "name": "argc", 

          "type": "int", 

          "entry_id": 0 

        } 

      ], 

      "blocks": 

      [ 

        { "ident": 0, 

          "locals": 

            [ 

              { "name": "array", 

                "type": "pvoid[10]" 

              } 

            ] 

          "type": "block", 

          "parent": -1, 

          "soons": [ { "id": 1 }, { "id": 2 }, { "id": 4 }, { "id": 5 }, { "id": 6 } ], 

          "previous": [], 

          "next": [], 

          "static_calls": [], 

          "dynamic_calls": [], 

          "extra": "" 

        }, 

        { "ident": 1, 

          "locals": [], 
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          "type": "dispatch", 

          "parent": 0, 

          "soons": [], 

          "previous": [], 

          "next": [ { "id": 2 }, { "id": 3 } ], 

          "static_calls": [ "fun1", "fun2" ], 

          "dynamic_calls": [], 

          "extra": "" 

        }, 

        { "ident": 2, 

          "locals": [], 

          "type": "loop", 

          "parent": 0, 

          "soons": [ { "id": 3 } ], 

          "previous": [ { "id": 1 } ], 

          "next": [ { "id": 5 } ], 

          "static_calls": [], 

          "dynamic_calls": [], 

          "extra": "loop_bound={10}" 

        }, 

        { "ident": 3, 

          "locals": [], 

          "type": "block", 

          "parent": 2, 

          "soons": [ { "id": 3 } ], 

          "previous": [ { "id": 1 } ], 

          "next": [ { "id": 5 } ], 

          "static_calls": [], 

          "dynamic_calls": [ "callback1", "?" ], 

          "extra": "" 

        }, 

        { "ident": 4, 

          "locals": [], 

          "type": "block", 

          "parent": 0, 

          "soons": [], 

          "previous": [ { "id": 1 } ], 

          "next": [ { "id": 5 } ], 

          "static_calls": [], 

          "dynamic_calls": [], 

          "extra": "" 

        }, 

        { "ident": 5, 

          "locals": [], 

          "type": "label", 

          "parent": 0, 

          "soons": [], 

          "previous": [ { "id": 2 }, { "id": 4 } ], 

          "next": [ { "id": 6 } ], 

          "static_calls": [], 

          "dynamic_calls": [], 

          "extra": "" 

        }, 

        { "ident": 6, 

          "locals": [], 

          "type": "block", 

          "parent": 0, 

          "soons": [], 

          "previous": [ { "id": 5 } ], 

          "next": [], 

          "static_calls": [], 

          "dynamic_calls": [], 

          "extra": "" 

        } 

      ], 

    } 

  ] 

} 

 
Figure 5-14 – Source code format produced by BISMON 
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The Source code format described above is similar to the binary format of the Security Engine, so meta-data CFG 

checking could consist in verifying function by function: 

• if the structure of the CFG at the binary level corresponds exactly to the one produced at source code 

level, the checking is ok without any further investigation; 

• if the structure of the CFG at the binary level has less levels (loop unrolling, less branching) than the CFG 

at source code level, the checking is ok but further investigation based on heuristics could be done to 

explain if the removals come from the compiler or another mechanism; 

• If the structure of the CFG at the binary level is radically different and if the other checkings fail, the 

Security Engine will refuse the update. Especially, if the source code CFG is reducible and if the binary 

CFG is unexpectively irreducible, then someone is likely to have introduced some goto in the source 

code to perform an unexpected behaviour. 

The meta-data Call Graph checking could verify function by function: 

• that the statically called functions declared at source code level are the same that the ones defined at 

binary level, by taking compiler inlining into account; 

• that the static and dynamic called functions declared at source code level are in the list of the acceptable 

functions for a firmware. 

 

5.6.3 Cooperation between static analysis at source code level and at binary level for 
security 

The meta-data produced by BISMON analyses could also help to find the entry points in complement with the 

debug section of the firmware.  

Meta-data can also complete the binary CFG, the binary Call Graph. It can help to give types to registers and data 

in memory, especially pointers. 

Source code analyses have access to the name of the variables, functions. The heuristics of the Security Engine 

can be refined with such information. A function that has “print”, “write”, “read”, “callback” in its name is likely 

to be analyzed specifically.  

These kinds of cooperation will be investigated in connection with D1.7 (Online verification of static analysis 

security rules for more secure and safer IoT software deployment) as soon as Source Code Static Analysis results 

will be available on open-source firmwares. 
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6 Security Engine update  

As reported above in 3.1 section, it was introduced how much important it is to always keep updated every 

device firmware with the latest possible firmware version. Of the same importance is to establish a trusted 

update process, in such a way that a potential attacker cannot exploit it to update a vulnerable or modified 

backdoored firmware image.  

To avoid an attacker exploits the update process to re-flash a chip with an old firmware version with known 

vulnerabilities, every firmware image should have its own version that identifies it uniquely and it should be 

stamped in the binary image when the firmware is built.  

The firmware's update is therefore a very sensitive phase of the entire security framework and must be carried 

out in total safety, guaranteeing every phase of the process.  

During the Firmware update process of a device in the CHARIOT environment, the firmware update initiation is 

performed by the Dashboard, which will send a file to the Security Engine to validate its security. 

The firmware security check is performed by the Security Engine that will release a message back to the Dashbord 

concerning the validation (Pass/No Pass) of the check. 

If the firmware update doesn’t pass the Security Check, a failure message wil be shown. In case of check passed, 

the Dashboard will divert the firmware to Blockchain and IoT Gateway that will be responsible for signing and 

physically update the firmware to the device. 

The Update process is summarised in Figure 6-1. of D3.5 “Development of a prototype IPSE Analytics Prediction 

model and Dashboard “, includes more information about the entire process. 

The Security Engine is integrated in Chariot platform, it exposes an API through a Flask app. The dashboard can 

send a firmware to the Flask API to get a response based on all the previously described security checks. It 

provides a Dockerfile to make the deployment of the security engine in the Chariot platform easier and more 

secure. 

The Security Engine has been deployed in a Docker container in order to have a complete integration of this tool 

with the CHARIOT platform, to able any communication of the Security Engine back to the platform and 

dashboard for approving (or not) a particular version of the firmware. Every test that has been conducted has 

found a full synchronicity and integration with all parts of the CHARIOT platform. 

According to the suggested architecture shown in Error! Reference source not found., the system will be able to 

receive in input the pre-compiled image of the certified firmware file (in .elf format e.g.) from Bismon compiler 

as well as the generated digital signature attached to the firmware file with the corresponding public key. 
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Figure 6-1 – Firmware update workflow 

 

During runtime, the Security Engine will release in output, through a POST request, the digital verification 

response for CHARIOT Blockchain nodes to indicate the validation and the correct device status to the IPSE 

interface.  

In the case that the validation process fails, the Security Engine will release in output a warning message to be 

dispatched to the Dashboard / Management portal to indicate an alert status for further investigations. 

During the Firmware update process of a device in the CHARIOT environment, the firmware update initiation is 

performed by the Dashboard / Management Portal, which will send a file to the Security Engine to validate its 

security integrity. 

The firmware security check is performed by the Security Engine that will release a message back to the Dashbord 

concerning the validation (Pass/No Pass) of the check. 

If the firmware update does not pass the Security Check, a failure message appears. In case of a passed check, 

the Dashboard will divert the firmware to Blockchain and IoT Gateway that will be responsible for signing and 

physically update the firmware to the device. 

Security Engine works with a single REST Endpoint. User needs to specify the custom name and firmware version, 

along with the binary file and format of output record. If a "never seen" firmware is submitted, a JSON response 
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is given saying that the firmware has been analysed and added to the SE. If a newer version of a firmware is 

given, custom name and version are used to detect if anything has been analysed before, so the submitted 

firmware is compared against the most recent firmware with same custom name and lower version. If "verbosity" 

parameter is set to True, a detailed analysis will be given in the format specified by the "type parameter". 

The described scheme guarantees the correctness and recentness of the firmware on the sensor devices in the 

Chariot infrastructure. If the firmware is up-to-date, then the firmware integrity is checked via the blockchain 

nodes, all sensor device’s firmware is up-to-date and not tampered. Potentially dangerous attacks targeting 

known vulnerabilities on firmware are thus, mitigated. 

 

6.1 Update the gateway firmware  

The firmware is pushed by the Operational Manager using a firmware update request made on the Dashboard, 

by selecting the appropriate version. Through the Northbound Dispatcher the request gets the approval by the 

Blockchain, which is responsible of forwarding the binary file to the Security Engine. The Security Engine is 

responsible for checking the new version by comparing it with the previous version and turn back a response to 

the Northbound Dispatcher. At the same time, the Blockchain will be responsible to apply (through the IoT 

Gateway) the update directly to the device, provided it passes the Security Engine checking. As the last step, the 

Northbound Dispatcher forwards this confirmation to the Dashboard in order the user to be informed that the 

update of the Gateway firmware has been completed successfully (or not).  

In order for the firmware of the gateway to be updated, a direct integration between the Dashboard and the 

Northbound Dispatcher has been performed via a REST API (please refer to D3.5 “Development of a prototype 

IPSE Analytics Prediction model and Dashboard “, for more information).  
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7 Development Status and Deployment to the Living Labs 

The utility is designed to perform a static analysis, a comparison of two firmware images and for vulnerabilities 

and contracts check. The analysis is performed on the assembler instructions level. Based on the analysis results, 

a report is generated containing information on the differences of the two images. It was set up in the 

development environment for the Security Engine using the following services, in addiction with r2pipe16 and 

Pandas libraries. 

➢ O.S. GNU/Linux Ubuntu 18.05; 

➢ RADARE2 disassembler tool; 

➢ Python programming language, version 3.7;  

➢ Redis 5.0.5 open source database. 

7.1 Data Collection 

The scope of this stage is to parse the ELF, BIN and HEX17 images using RADARE2 APIs for Python and dump the 

graphs into JSON. It has been acquainted with HEX format via few different firmware images and one for STM32 

particularly, investigated a functionality of RADARE2 (r2): loading options for ARM images, basic commands for 

image analysis, function analysis, call graph and control flow graph building. 

Then, it was examined through RADARE2 APIs for Python and found ways to load firmware images, parse them 

(first effort was made with the STM32 ELF), dump information and graphs into JSON, load JSON into data frames 

via panda’s framework which is capable of calculating any kind of tables, reports and statistics. 

The bare-metal firmware STM32 file was used for generating JSON. 

For JSON generation, the next steps were followed: 

1. load an image via RADARE2 using parameters for the thumb mode; 

2. parse an image with RADARE2 analyser in order to get names and addresses for functions; 

3. using addresses, it can be built a map of function names and their CFG. 

For the scope of loading image on RADARE2, an ihex2bin.sh script has been used to remove line endings and 

specific lines in an image file for further conversion into bin format. Such conversion is required specially to give 

support for load hex format in RADARE2. 

#!/bin/sh 

sed s/:........//g < $1 | sed s/..$//g | tr -d  "\r\n" > out  

 

 
16 http://radare.today/posts/r2api/ 
17 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intel_HEX 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intel_HEX
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Figure 7-1 - ihex2bin.sh script 

7.2 Feature extraction  

The firmware images are first parsed with the help of the r2pipe – radare2 binding for Python.   

The following information is extracted for each function:   

1. Address 

2. Size  

3. Name  

Then, each function is disassembled to:  

• get all the instructions used inside the function, classify the commands based on their behaviour, get 

conditional/unconditional jumps, loops, etc.;   

• count the number of each type of instructions (standard and classified), jumps, etc.;   

• note offsets of commands. 

Cutter18 tool has been used to help in the extraction phase. It is an open-source GUI for RADARE2, that provides 

a useful and more friendly tool in supporting in reverse engineering work. 

For the scope of conduct feature extraction, a python3 script has been prepared. The parse_image_demo.py 

loads firmware using python binding for RADARE2 (r2pipe), performs RADARE2 analysis on it, parses functions, 

builds control flow graphs for that functions and dumps them to JSON file named CFG.json 

import os, sys 

import r2pipe 

import json 

import pandas as pd 

 

HEX_BASE = 16 

ENTRY_FUNCTION_NAME = 'entry' 

 

firmware = sys.argv[1] 

 

# hex2bin 

# due to radare2 issues regarding ihex format parsing, we convert ihex file to bin and work with it then 

if firmware.endswith('.hex'): 

  # TODO: rewrite subprocess code with python file API 

  import subprocess 

  subprocess.check_call([os.getcwd() + '/ihex2bin.sh', firmware]) 

   

  file_name = os.path.splitext(firmware)[0] 

 
18 https://www.radare.org/cutter/ 
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  import binascii 

  fp = open("out","rb") 

  fo = open(file_name + ".bin","wb") 

  buff = fp.read() 

  fo.write(binascii.unhexlify(buff)) 

  fp.close() 

  fo.close() 

  firmware = file_name + ".bin" 

 

r2p=r2pipe.open(firmware, ['-aarm','-b16']) 

r2p.cmd('aaa') # analyze all symbols and calls 

 

function_list = r2p.cmd('afl').split('\n') 

#print(function_list) 

 

# collect functions info 

functions_json = [] 

for function in function_list: 

  if not function: 

    continue 

   

  function_info = function.split() 

  #print(function_info) 

 

  func_addr = function_info[0] 

  cb_num = function_info[1] 

  func_size = function_info[2] 

  func_name = function_info[-1] 

 

  node = {} 

  node['addr'] = function_info[0] #we do not convert addr to int as we use it in str commands for r2pipe 

  node['cb_num'] = int(function_info[1]) 

  node['size'] = int(function_info[2]) 

  node['name'] = function_info[-1] 

   

  functions_json.append(node) 

#print(functions_json) 

 

# build call graph 

call_graph_json = json.loads(r2p.cmd('agCj')) 

#for item in call_graph_json: 

#  print(item) 

 

# build control flow graphs 

 

CFG_json = {} 
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for function in functions_json: 

  #print('s ' + function['addr']) 

  addr = function['addr'] 

  r2p.cmd('s ' + addr) 

  #print(r2p.cmd('agf')) 

  #print('============================================================') 

  #print(json.loads(r2p.cmd('agfj'))) 

  CFG_json[addr] = json.loads(r2p.cmd('agfj')) 

#print(CFG_json) 

 

# analize control flow graphs 

 

#print(json.dumps(CFG_json['0x000017bc'], indent=4, sort_keys=True)) 

 

with open('CFG.json', 'w') as outfile:   

    json.dump(CFG_json, outfile) 

 

#df = pd.io.json.json_normalize(CFG_json['0x000017bc']) 

#df.columns = df.columns.map(lambda x: x.split(".")[-1]) 

#display(df) 

 

r2p.quit() 

 

Figure 7-2 – “parse_image_demo.py” python3 script 

 

Finally, CFG for ELF format file has been imported into JSON in a graph for a visual interpretation. 

 

A way to find entry points if symbols are not available in Cortex documentation has been discovered. Using this 

labelling information and analysis function, it has been possible to build a CFG for bin file similar to one that has 

been built for ELF format. CFG for bin contains the same branches and addresses with slightly different 

instruction due to optimization. It is also possible to build visual representations of CFG graphs (ASCII graphics or 

Graphviz) from json, as shown in the following figures (Figure 7-3 and Figure 7-4): 
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Figure 7-3 – ASCII graphics – CFG BIN format 
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Figure 7-4 – Graphviz – CFG BIN format 

7.3 Firmware Analysis 
 

The Security Engine performs analysis between two firmwares by highlighting the behaviour differences in them 

according to a heuristic method. 

Figure 7-5 shows the main workflow: 

 

Figure 7-5 – Uitlity main workflow 

It can be invoked also via CLI (Command Line Invocation) by using the parameters displayed below (Figure 7-6). 

It is possible to check the complete list of available parameters using the –h option via terminal (python 

compare_firmware.py –h) 
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Figure 7-6 – Utility parameters 

 

When two firmware images are passed for analysis (e.g., python compare_firmware.py STM32F103.bin 

STM32F103_02.bin), the following happens: 

1. The entry point is defined (with the help of r2pipe binding for radare2) as shown in Figure 7-7: 

 

Figure 7-7 – Entry Point defined 

2. After the entry point is defined, the list of the functions and their basic parameters is retrieved (with the 

help of r2pipe binding for radare2) as shown in Figure 7-8: 
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Figure 7-8 – Functions and basic parameters retrieved 

3. Based on the retrieved information, the statistics are calculated for each function, as shown in Figure 7-

9: 

 

 

Figure 7-9 – Statistics calculation command 

 

In the following screenshot (Figure 7-10), it is displayed a description of how statistics are calculated for 

a function, by counting each “type” of jumps/calls (as below) and performing a listening of relative 

addresses of jump/call and load/store. 

• each “type” of load/stores 

• each “type” of instructions 
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Figure 7-10 - Statistics calculation layout 

4. A listed function is got, i.e. the ordered list of instructions which are called inside this function, as shown 

in Figure 7-11: 

 

 

Figure 7-11 – Listening function 

5. If the instructions order parameter is enabled (-i), the fingerprint is updated, as shown in Figure 7-12: 
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Figure 7-12 – Fingerprint calculation with instruction order enabled 

6. In Figure 7-13, the offsets are retrieved. If the offsets parameter is enabled, the fingerprint is updated 

with offsets’ data. If disabled, the offsets info is skipped. 

 

 

Figure 7-13 - Fingerprint calculation with instruction order enabled layout 

7. If statistics are enabled for fingerprint calculation, then the fingerprint is updated. The following data 

from statistics is skipped (it does not participate in fingerprint calculation) as shown in Figure 7-14: 

 

 

Figure 7-14 – Fingerprint calculation with statistics enabled 

 

8. Finally, as displayed in Figure 7-15, all the gathered data is passed for comparison. 
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Figure 7-15 – Comparison layout 

 

7.3.1.1 Fingerprint Comparing 
 

9. Now all the fingerprints are compared to define the differences, as shown in Figure 7-16: 
 

 

Figure 7-16 – Fingerprints comparing 

In Figure 7-17 there is a description of how comparing feature works: 
 

 

Figure 7-17 - Fingerprints comparing works description 
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Comparing works in the following way, as displayed in Figure 7-18:  

• Fingerprint for each function from the first firmware is compared with fingerprint for each function 

from the second firmware. (e.g., the first firmware has 3 functions with fingerprints “a, b, and c”, the 

second firmware has 4 functions with fingerprints “d, e, f, g”. Then “a” is compared with “d, e, f, g”; 

then “b” is compared with “d, e, f, g”, and so on). 

• Then, same functions are matched. One function can match multiple functions in the second firmware 

if their content is the same. 

• The functions for which no correspondence has been found, are marked as “removed” in the first 

firmware and “new” in the second firmware. 

 

Figure 7-18 – Function matching 

7.3.1.2 Similarity Threshold 

10. If the similarity threshold is used, in order to perfom a more in-depth analysis, all the functions from the 

first firmware are compared with all the functions from the second firmware based on the number of 

different instructions inside them (offsets are taken into account as well). Below, in Figure 7-19, the 

comparison methods are displayed: 
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Figure 7-19 – Similitary threshold comparing 

In Figure 7-20, there is the description of how comparing works: 

 

 

Figure 7-20 - Similitary threshold comparing works description 

11. At the end of the analysis, a complete report is generated based on the comparing results. 

 

7.3.1.3 Internal Classification of Instructions 

The Security Engine classifies functions as follows: 

• store_immediate_[mem/io] – its almost imposible to have that type of instructions. 
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• store_mediate_[mem/io] – mediate access to memory/io, the mediate register was retrieved from the 

load_store_registers_state dictionary. 

• store_mediate (and address None) – means that the address couldn't be "calculated". In most cases 

it's memory(mem) access. 

• load_immediate_[mem/io] – access to memory/io according to the function 

get_addr_layout_cortex_m. 

• load_mediate_[mem/io] – mediate access to memory/io, the mediate register was retrieved from the 

load_store_registers_state dictionary. 

• load_mediate (and address None) – means that the address couldn't be "calculated". In most cases it's 

memory(mem) access.  

• jumps with the following sub-types: 

o forward - usually calls and conditional jumps; 

o backward - usually loops; 

o loop - repetitive jumps backwards or on a small distance. 

 

7.3.1.4 Example of a Parsed Function and Reports 

Below, there is an example of a parsed function:  

{ 
        'add': 8,  
        'addr': '0x00000210',  
        'call_backward': 11,  
        'call_forward': 9,  
        'cb_num': 17,  
        'cjmp_backward': 1,  
        'cjmp_forward': 5,  
        'cmp': 2,  
        'fingerprint': '2b47ede2f50bcd20e75072155f135beb260e8926accf7a483d70e5dfcb600026',  
        'jmp_backward': 1,  
        'jmp_loop': 3,  
        'load_immediate_io': 3,  
        'load_immediate_mem': 8,  
        'load_mediate_mem': 5,  
        'mov': 17,  
        'name': 'fcn.00000210',  
        'push': 1,  
        'size': 224,  
        'store_mediate': 3,  
        'store_mediate_mem': 3 
} 
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7.3.1.5 Vulnerability Detection 

The figure 7-21 below displays the main workflow implemented for vulnerability detection 

 
Figure 7-21 – Vulnerability Detection main workflow 

The utility accepts such parameters, as shown in figure 7-22: 

- Files - firmware file 

- POST data: 

• version - firmware version 

• verbosity - verbosity of a report 

• custom_name - firmware custom name 

• arch - firmware architecture (ex. cortex-m0, cortex-m3 or MIPS) 

• buffer_overflow - detect buffer overflow vulnerability 

• arbitrary_memory_access - detect arbitrary memory access vulnerability 

• format_string - detect format string vulnerability 
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Figure 7-22 – Inputs accepted for Vulnerability Detection 

 
Before checking for vulnerabilities, all the same actions are performed as in the comparison explained in 

previous sections. Below, the principle in detail code developed for each vulnerability detection feature:  

 

Buffer overflow detection principle in detail  

1. First load the signature, as shown in figure 7-23: 

 

 
 

Figure 7-23 – Load signatures file for Vulnerability Detection 

 
2. Next apply the signatures and look for the strcpy, strcat functions and look for the parameters with which 

they are called and check them parameters with which they are called and check them, as shown in 

figure 7-24: 
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Figure 7-24 – Looking for a strcpy/strcat functions 

Below, in figure 7-25, the initial value search function is shown, in which we look for the values of the registers 

r0 and r1 relative to the call address of the found function: 

 

 
Figure 7-25 – Looking for values of the registers for Buffer Overflow 
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Below, in figure 7-26, the Memory address check function search function is shown: 
 

 
Figure 7-26 – Looking for a strcpy/strcat functions 

 

Format string detection principle in detail  

1. First load the signature, as shown in figure 7-27: 

 

 
 

Figure 7-27 – Load signatures file for Vulnerability Detection 

 
 
2. Next apply the signatures and look for the printf function and look for the parameters with which it is 

called and check it, as shown in figure 7-28: 
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Figure 7-28 – Looking for printf function 

 
Below, in figure 7-29, the search function for initial values is shown, in which we look for the value of register 

r0 relative to the call address of the found function: 

 

 
Figure 7-29 – Looking for values of the registers for Format String 
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Below, in figure 7-30, the function of checking the data of the found address: 
 

 
Figure 7-30 – Looking for values of the registers for Format String 

 

Arbitrary memory access detection in detail  

 
First, we look for memory access instructions for all functions and consider the address at which the memory is 

accessed, as shown in figure 7-31: 

 

 
Figure 7-31 – Looking for memory access instructions 

 
Below, in figure 7-32, the function of finding the address through which memory access is: 
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 Figure 7-32 – Function of finding the address for memory access 

 
In all types of vulnerabilities, there is the need to find the values by which different registers are initialized relative 

to some of the instructions. To do this we need to build all possible variations of the function depending on 

conditional jumps. For this, a separate class was created that deals with this - CFGBuilder. 

 

Next, based on the results obtained from the control flow builder, another class CFGWalker passes from the 

instruction of interest up the graph to the beginning of the function and analyzes the instructions and based on 

what type of instruction and with which registers and values it works, considers the value of the register with 

which it is initialized, as shown in figure 7-33: 
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Figure 7-33 – Looking for the values of initialized registers 

 

7.3.1.6 Role of Database 

The main purpose of Redis database is to avoid any calculations during two firmware images comparison if it has 

been done before. It is possible by wrapping calls to statistics collector and characterstic comparator in high-

level API that uses Redis. API checks if a firmware images information provided in input is already collected in 

the database. If it is true, it returns information stored in DB for requested report generation, otherwise, in case 
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of lack of information in Redis, it will calculate statistics, performs comparison using supported methods and 

writes this info to the database. 

Unique value for firmware functions characteristics and statistics will be stored and accessed using md5 of the 

firmware image. Comparisons for two images will be stored and accessed using md5 for both images compared. 

7.4 Reports and Statistics 

Flask framework is adopted to expose a POST endpoint which accepts firmware images to perform server-side 

analysis and return a JSON response. The scope is the generation of the report in one of the supported formats 

with the analysis results: .csv, .html, .xml and .json. 

Different type of statistics and reports are expected with full info concerning firmwares subject of analysis and 

the comparison statistics. In Figure 7-34, samples of HTML responses layout are presented. 

 

Figure 7-34 – Binary functions info 

Figure 7-35 contains the following info, as resented in a table format:  

• count – the number of functions which contain a certain instruction (e.g. there are 23 functions with 

the add instruction);  

• max – the maximum number of instructions in one function (e.g. one of the functions in the firmware 

contains 108 add instructions);  

• min - the minimum number of instructions in one function (e.g. one of the functions in the firmware 

contains 1 add instructions);  

• mean – the average number of instructions in the firmware; 

• std - standard deviation of the observations;  

• 25, 50, 75% - value at the given quantile. 
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Figure 7-35 – Binary functions info e statistics 

 

Based on fingerprints, functions are compared. One function can match multiple functions in the second 

firmware if their content is the same, as shown in Figure 7-36: 

 

Figure 7-36 – Fingerprints functions comparison 

Based on the functions’ instructions and offsets, the number of changes is compared to the similarity threshold 

to form the statistics, as shown in Figure 7-37: 
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Figure 7-37 – Similitary threshold functions comparison 

For the similarity threshold report, the following data is also represented. For example, in Figure 7-38 it is 

noticeable that the cb_num parameter (code block numbers) changes occurred only in one function (in the old 

firmware image there are 21 code blocks, in the second one, the newer, there are 22 code blocks. 

 

Figure 7-38 – Functions comparison statistics 

In Figure 7-39, the output of the final response with confidence rate calculation included in final part of .html 

sample report is presented.  

 

Figure 7-39 – Firmware confidence rate 
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For the Vulnerability Detection report, the following data is also represented. For example, in Figure 7-40 it is 

noticeable a Format String detection (in both compared firmwares “First” and “Second”): 

 

Figure 7-40 – Format String Vulnerability Detection 

 

 

As proof of the detection, Figure 7-41  shows the relative printf command inside the code of the tested firmware: 

 

 

Figure 7-41 – Format String detected inside code 

 

 

In the following example, in Figure 7-42 the firmware sample is vulnerable to Buffer Overflow (only in the 

“Second” compared firmware) 

 

Figure 7-42 – Buffer Overflow Vulnerability Detection 
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As proof of the detection, Figure 7-43 shows the relative strcpy command inside the code (leading to potential 
Buffer Overflow) of the tested firmware: 

 

 

Figure 7-43 – Strcpy detected inside code 

For the Formal Contracts check, Figure 7-44 shows the response for coverage inside the code, responsible to 

print the “Proved/Not Proved” sentence in the report: 

 

Figure 7-44 – Formal contracts check inside code 
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7.5 Deployment Status 

The final version of the Security Engine prototype has been completed. It has been developed using the following 

services, in addiction with r2pipe and Pandas libraries. 

• O.S. GNU/Linux Ubuntu 18.05; 

• RADARE2 disassembler tool; 

• Python programming language, version 3.7;  

• Redis 5.0.5 open source database. 

 

In the following, the repository’s link that contain the updated source code of the CHARIOT Security Engine: 

https://gitlab.com/chariot-h2020/chariot-security-engine 

In order to test the CHARIOT SE functionatility, Living Labs are being run as a proof of concept deployment. 

 

7.5.1 Living Lab 1 – Rail Sector 

A first Living Lab, in Rail Sector, will provide a POC for “Security Predictive Maintenance Scenario” and a “Safety 

Monitoring of energy efficiency Scenario” that involve the security aspect of firmware used by the sensors that 

are installed onboard trains. The sensors should measure the following: 

➢ Temperature;  

➢ Humidity;  

➢ Triaxial Vibration; 

➢ Total acoustic noise; 

➢ Electrical current.  

 

Please, refere to D4.2 “Living Lab 1 – Rail Sector“, for further information.  

Please, also refere to D4.10 “CHARIOT Living Labs Summary”, requested by EC after the 1st CHARIOT formal 

review as an additional Deliverable of Task 4.1 “Planning, monitoring and continuous learning”, presenting the 

monitoring of the LLs and giving a summary of the work performed until now (M27) and the relationship and 

alignment with the CHARIOT business cases, under this task. 

 

https://gitlab.com/chariot-h2020/chariot-security-engine
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7.5.2 Living Lab 2 – Smart Building/Cognitive Campus  

The exemplar scenario implementation for the Security Engine is given as part of CHARIOT work in the Living Lab 

for Smart Building. 

This POC has been provided the real sensor data sharing on IBM Cloud Watson IoT Platform and will take place 

in IBM Campus building placed in Dublin. 

The Living Lab has been showcased the live feeds of temperature sensors data to the IoT platform. It has been 

taken advantage of the IBM’s Watson IoT, all the security, data processing and privacy capabilities of Watson IoT 

service has been shown. The system has been connected with IBM building management system sensors; the 

goal has been to verify the security for the sensor used in the building management system. 

Please, refere to D4.3 “Living Lab 2 – Smart Building/Cognitive Campus“, for further information.  

 

7.5.3 Living Lab 3 – Airport 

A third Living Lab, for Athens International Airport, has been placed during period March-June 2020. AIA living 

lab has been used to showcase the capabilities of the CHARIOT Platform in an operational environment of the 

Airport where CHARIOT research assets were tested following end-to-end scenarios. The LL aimed to provide a 

critical evaluation of the CHARIOT components tested in Athens’ Airport facilities during pilot period. 

Please, refere to D4.4 “Living Lab 3 – Airport“, for further information.  
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8 Conclusions 

The area of cyber security, especially in the era of technology we live in, is a dynamic field that unceasingly tweaks 

itself and renews the very principles it is based on whenever original types of attacks transpire as a result of the 

progress of technology.  

Differently from a “classic” IT-oriented attack, the firmware-tampering based final target is not to break a 

network, nor its security, but to break the equipment being controlled by the network. A firmware exploitation 

attack will end-up, in the best possible case, with an equipment misbehaviour while, from an administrator point 

of view, it will still appear to operate normally; in the worst case, the attack can end-up with a system permanent 

inoperability, resulting in the need to totally rebuilt the system from scratch. 

The main goal in the CHARIOT system is the security of IoT devices used in Rail Sector, Smart Buildings and 

Airports; one of the challenges has been to strictly protect the firmware code and the hardware configuration 

from tampering, using a self-protecting mechanism.  

The Security Engine aims to keep the firmware (binary) of IoT devices secure through the CHARIOT environment 

as an important attack vector and a highly vulnerable point of the technological infrastructure (IoT Network). Its 

scope is to maintain them updated/secure considering threats and exploitations that could tamper their security, 

compromising the functionality and the safety of the entire IoT system (and devices). 

The service provided by the Security Engine, explained in this document, takes charge of verifying the reliability 

of new issued firmwares during the tricky update phase. It introduces a firmware checking approach comparing 

the individual functions that make-up the firmware, looking for similarities between the functions themselves 

(according to certain parameters to be extracted and analyzed) and the behavior of the firmware according to 

statistical surveys. This feature is combined with preventive researching of vulnerabilities (like arbitrary Memory 

Access, Buffer Overflows, Format String Vulnerabilities) by searching code signatures for the target architecture 

that may lead to security issues. Finally, formal contracts compiled in offline analysis are proactively checked by 

SE to decide if the analysed firmware is compliance with rules provided for the specific firmware.  

To build the Security Engine, open source solutions, custom algorithms, integration for formal verification and 

Python scripts have been combined to build the engine. The security solution developed is liable to raise the 

guard level when any security related issue arises. Therefore, the Firmware Security check is able to detect 

tampered firmware which could contain potential threats by checking consolidated firmware and subsequent 

firmware updates to guarantee no security breaches 
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The solution explained in this document, not only can defend devices from attacks in an automatic way but can 

also help the system administrators in replaying to the attack and keeping firmwares secure, furthermore it is in 

a first stage of development, almost ready for fielding stage. 

This solution makes the Security Engine an innovative automated mechanism for checking and updating IoT 

devices firmware able to provide attack surface minimization, decreasing all threats that could be used in a 

remote way by a potential hacker. 

The benefits of this innovative solution may find application in several sectors (from industry to healthcare) since 

smart devices are becoming increasingly used and keeping the firmware secure will be a very topical goal in 

future scenarios. 
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